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(ABSTRACT) 

During the thickening process of sludges with intermediate to high 

solid concentrations three settling regimes are typically encountered, 

namely, zone, tranSition, and compression regimes. Recent studies 

have indicated that the Validity of Kynchts formulation, which is the 

most widely used for sizing settling basins, is limited to the zone settling 

regime. His formulation is based on the solids mass balance equation 

and does not conSider the role of the rising sediment at the bottom of the 

settling basin. This limitation is rectified in this study by using a 

dynamic equation, a second order non - linear partial differential 

equation for the effective pressure of the solid particles. The equation is 

solved by using the finite element method. The so obtained effective 

pressure is used with an appropriate constitutive relation for the volume 

fraction of solids, to determine the variation of the solids content within 

the deposited material, and the height of the falling mudline. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Gravity thickenin" Qperation and definitions 

Thickening is defined as the process of solids separation from a 

suspension, resulting in a solid-rich slurry and relatively clear 

supernatant fluid. Other terms used to describe a particular aspect, 

and sometimes the whole process, of thickening include: 

clarification, sedimentation, dewatering. It is a process that is widely 

used in several engineering disciplines. Knowledge of the mechanics 

of sedimentation Is important to the environmental engineer because 

it could lead to more efficient and economical design of waste 

treatment facilities. For the coastal engineer such knowledge plays a 

significant role in the design of harbors and associated dredging 

operations. Chemical, material, mineral, and geotechnical engineers 

are also concerned with the sedimentation properties of various 

mixtures and their respective applications. 

The procedures commonly employed by the industry for 

obtaining a slurry of desirable solids concentration use either gravity, 

filtration, or centrifugation as means of separating the solids from the 

liqUid. The focus of the present work will be on gravitational 
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thickening. which, among other areas, is widely used in waste 

treatment facilities. This method of settling requires relatively low 

cost for mechanical equipment and maintenance and therefore. it 

usually constitutes the most economical method. However, it tends to 

be slower than the other methods and requires a settling pond with 

large surface area. 

The Sedimentation process constitutes the dominant factor in 

the solid -liquid separation and it consists of: a) Suspension of the 

particles and b) Consolidation of the deposited particles (Kos 1977, 

and Fitch 1979). Figure 1 illustrates these processes in a settling 

pond. The rate at which the liqUid moves upward when consolidation 

occurs in the deposited solids indicates the required detention time 

to obtain deSirable concentrations at the bottom of the under design 

settling tank. 

supernatant liquid 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Suspension 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
process \ 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sedimentation 

/ 

process 

Consolidation 
process 

Figure 1: Clarification and sedimentation processes in a thickening 

pond. 
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1.2 Classification of the sedimentation process in a thickenina- pond. 

Based on the concentration values of the suspended solids and 

the degree of Interaction among them (multiple particle 

sedimentation) the following modes of sedimentation can be defined 

(Pearse 1977, Fitch 1979, and Cullum 1988): 

1) Discrete particles settling: Discrete particles fall with a 

constant terminal velocity in a dilute suspension with no interaction 

among them. 

2) Flocculation: In this case the solid particles collide and 

agglomerate. This depends on the type of particles that we have; 

coarser particles will never flocculate. A rough criterion to obtain 

flocculation is the concentration by volume to be less or equal to 10;0 • 

3) Zone settling: In general, during the zone settling the solid 

particles settle with constant rate. This mode of sedimentation usually 

occurs when the solids concentration by volume is in the interval of 

1 + 10 percent. In zone settling, because of the hindering 

hydrodynamic forces that act among them, individual particles lose 

their identity and the material is falling "en mass" having uniform 

concentration. 

4) Compression or consolidation mode: For solids 

concent~~~on higher than about 10 percent by volume, particle 

bridging Is typically observed. In this regime, called compression, 

further settling is due to the solids own weight while the 

hydrodynamic forces do no longer influence the phenomenon. In 
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most of the cases there is a region between the compression and zone 

regimes which is known as the transition (Kearsey 1963). In this 

regime, both hydrodynamic forces and particle bridging affect the 

settling of particles and therefore the laws of zone settling do not 

adequately describe the suspension process (Fitch 1979, Tiller 1981). 

Figure 2, which is known as the UFitch's paragenesis" (Kos 

1977), illustrates the above multipartlcle settling classification. 

High 

Compression subsidence 

Concentration 

Discrete particle 

low 

Figure 2: Classification of settling process 

The above criteria, which are set for the occurrence of each 

mode of sedimentation should be considered as very rough, since to a 
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great extend they depend on the material properties of the solids 

present in the slurry. 

1.3 Continuous and batch type of Ilravity thickeninll 

Two types of gravity thickeners exist: 1) Continuous and ii) 

Batch gravity thickeners. The continuous thickeners are used for 

industrial applications (J avaheri 1971). They are usually cylindrical, 

having a feed inlet, an underflow outlet, and a topflow or overflow 

outlet (Osborne 1986). The deSirable underflow concentration is used 

to determine the basin area. In most of the continuous thickeners 

steady operational conditions are preferred. This can be feasible when 

slurry of the same initial concentration is uniformly fed into the pond. 

Figure 3 shows a simplified diagram of a typical gravity thickener. The 

cylindrical feedwell is located at the central point of the tank in order 

to uniformly distribute the slurry that is subjected to clarification and 

sedimentation processes. 

Thickening devices can also be designed to operate as batch 

units (Javaheri 1971). In batch thickeners the sedimentation process 

takes place mechanically or manually. This makes the batch 

thickening more expensive and less practical than the continuous, for 

most of the applications. 

Although the batch type of thickening operation is not preferred 

for industrial applications, it is utilized in the laboratory as a 

preliminary step for sizing continuous thickeners (Javaheri 1971, Kos 

1977). It was observed that the lower sections of a batch cylinder 
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represent the sedimentation process in a continuous thickener 

(Tarrer 1977). 

Feed line 
Cylindrical feedwell 

Overflow launder 

sloping base 

Underflow removal 

Figure 3: A typical gravity thickener (after Osborne 1986). 

Graduated cylinders with total heights up to 200 cm, and different 

diameters are used for a series of experiments, known as batch tests. 

During a batch test of a slurry with specific initial height and solids 

content, a line of demarcation between the supernatant liquid and the 

suspended solids is visualized, known as mudline interface. A plot of 
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the mudline height variation with time is called batch settling curve, 

or normal curve. A typical batch curve (H vs. t) is illustrated in figure 

4. The determination of a batch curve constitutes a Significant step in 

the gravity thickening process, since useful information can be 

deduced from its slope and its shape. The slope of a batch curve 

indicates the rate at which the solids move downwards to the bottom 

of a cylinder. A batch curve, generally, consists of three regimes, 

sections, or phases: (i) The first phase is represented by a straight 

line and is known as constant rate phase or regime. In the constant 

regime the solids' settling rate is constant (because the slope of the 

curve in this section is constant) and is equal to the initial settling 

rate. By considering the material balance in this section the 

concentration of the suspended solids in a layer should be equal to its 

initial value. In this regime, we consider that the particles move 

downwards as a zone. (it) The second regime is called transition 

regime or first falling rate section. In the transition regime the 

settling process of particles Is delayed by the upward movement of the 

liqUid, that comes out from the consolidating solids at the bottom of 

the cylinder. to the top of the cylinder. (iti) The last regime is 

known as the compression, consolidation, or second falling rate 

regime. As the particles accumulate at the bottom of the cylinder, 

they start gradually to get compacted due to their own weight. This 

process continues up to a point which is known as the critical 

consolidation point (point d in figure 4). Beyond this point the height 

of the sediment remains constant. 
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During a batch test a second interface can be constructed. It is 

called sediment - suspension interface, or L-curve, or sometimes 

rising sediment curve (figure 4) and indicates the rate that the 

sediment rises from the bottom of the cylinder. This interface most of 

the times is not visible and to be detected the aid of the x-rays 

radiation is necessary. 

Many researchers (Gaudin et al 1959, Javaheri 1971, Bhargava 

and Rajagopal 1990) ascertained the role of some basic variables in 

gravity thickening by doing a series of batch tests. They found that for 

a given material of known size distribution, the following variables 

playa dominant role: 1) Initial concentration of the solids in the 

slurry, 2) Initial height of the slurry in the cylinder, and 3) Uquid 

viscosity. 

Depending on the initial concentration of the slurry, various 

shapes of batch curves can be obtained. Some typical batch curves 

describing the settling process are shown in figures 5, 6, and 7 

[Gaudin et al 1959, Kos 1985). When flocculants are used in the 

batch process there is often an Induction time that indicates the trend 

of the solid particles to agglomerate (figure 5). The mudline interface 

obtained for intermediate values of the initial slurry concentration 

consists of the constant, transition, and the compression regimes 

(figure 6). 



lio 

x, L 

heights 

110 

Al 

A2 

o 

1 

a 

2 

Constant reglnle 

3 

All 

A21 

CUlVe (abed): Batch cUlVe or Illudl1ne 
interface. 

TranslUon regbne 

ConlpresstOl1 reglrne 

lillle t 

CUlVe (Oe): Sedlrnent-sllspension In.leIfaet 
cUlVe or L-eulVe. 

4 

AI" 

A2" 

AI'" 

c.c. 

Figure 4: Batch (I I vs. t) and rising sedhnent (L vs. t) curves frotH n. 

typical settling test. 
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For high values of the Initial slurry concentration only the 

consolidation regime is experienced (figure 7). 

For a slurry of the same solids content. an increase in the initial 

height causes the delay of the settling process (Diplas et al 1988). 

The properties of the liqUid in the suspension play also an important 

role to the settling process. An increase In the liquid viscosity leads to 

the reduction of the solids settling velocity. SoUd-liquid separation 

also can be affected from such factors as, stirring, shape of cylinder 

bottom, sidewalls and others. Slow stirring can beneficially change 

the sedimentation process In a cylinder and also a conic shape of the 

cylinder's bottom can facilItate the thickening process (Javaheri 

1971). Settling can also be influenced by the presence of sidewalls. 

The degree of the alteration depends on the suspensIon consIdered. 

Wall effects can be considered negligible when the diameter of the 

settling column, Dc satisfies the following inequality (Cullum 1988): 

Dc > 100 dt 

where, dl denotes the dIameter of solids in a sublayer i. 



x, L 

heights 

o 

1 1 

Induction time 

Constant regime 

Batch curve 

Critical 
Consolidation Point 

Compression regime 

time, t 

Figure 5: A typical batch curve for a sluny of low initial concentration 



x, L 

heights 

o 

12 

compression regime 

time, t 

Figure 6: A typical batch curve for a sluny with intermediate initial 

concentration. 



x,L 
heights 

H 
o 

o 

1 J 

Batch curve 
Transition reglIne 

Conlpression regiIne 

L-curve 

l'iflle, 1 

Figure 7: A typical batch curve for a slurry with high initial 

concentration. 
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CHAPI'ER2 

BATCH THICKENING THEORIES-CRITICAL REVIEW 

This chapter presents a critical review of the most widely used 

batch thickening theories. In chronological order they include the 

Coe and Clevenger's method (1916), Kynch's method (1952), 

Talmage and Fitch's method (1955), Tarrer's method (1974), Tiller's 

method (1981), Fitch's method (1983), and Font's method (1988). 

Coe and Clevenger's method (1916): Coe and Clevenger did the 

pioneering work in the sedimentation field. The innovative point of 

their theory is the proposition that any layer of a suspension has a 

certain capacity to discharge its solids. This capacity is known as 

solids handling capacity, G, and is defined by the following equation: 

Us 
G = 1 1 (2.1L 

where, <1>8 is the volume fraction of solids in a layer and is defmed as: 
V8 

<1>8 = Vt 

where V 8 is the volume of solids in the suspension and Vt is the total 

volume in the suspension, <1>8u denotes the underflow volume fraction 
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of solids, and Us is the settling velocity of solids in a layer. The 

settling velocity of solids is given by, 

dH 
Us = dt 

where. H is the height of the mudine interface at time t. 

This technique usually overestimates thickener's capacity and 

underdesigns the facility in terms of unit area (Pearse 1977, Diplas et 

al 1988). However, the method yields satisfactory results if it is used 

in conjunction with empirical safety factors. The method has the 

following limitations as have been discussed by Pearse (1977): 

- it relies on the assumption that the solids settling velocity, us, in a 

layer is only a function of the volume fraction of solids, <l>s, in this 

layer, 

- it applies to ideal slurries. Ideal slurries are the slurries prepared of 

incompressible particles of spherical shape and equal size having 

densities more than the surrounding liqUid, 

- it is experimentally inconvenient because it requires multiple batch 

settling tests to determine the area of the required thickener. 

Kynch's method (1952): Kynch's theory constitutes the first 

step in the theoretical analysis of batch experimental data. The theory 

is based on the following assumptions: 

j ( - the particles concentration is . uniform across any horizontal layer, 

- the initial concentration increases moving downwards through the 

batch column, 
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- consideration of a dispersion with similar particles Le., similar 

particles, are the particles with the same size and shape, 

- the settUng velocity, Us, depends only on the local volume fraction 

of solids, <l>s, 

- wall effects can be ignored. 

Kynch (1952) was the fIrst to introduce the term solids flux, S, to his 

mathematical analysis. The soUds flux, S, is defined as the product of 

the solids settling velocity, us, with the volume fraction of solids, <l>s, 

in the suspension: 

s = Us <l>s 

By considering the material balance in a layer with thickness dx in a 

batch column (fIgure 8), the accumulation of particles within this 

layer over a time period dt is the difference between the inflow of 

particles, S(x+dx). through the upper boundary and the outflow, Sex) 

from the lower boundary of the layer. By carrying out the solids mass 

balance the following equation is obtained: 

a 
at (<l>sdx) dt = S(x+dx) dt- sex) dt 

or, 

(2.2), 

where, <l>s denotes the volume fraction of soUds, S the solids flux and 

x is the vertical distance from the bottom of the cylinder. 
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dx 
x 

Figure 8: Material balance in a layer. 

Equation (2.2) is known as the Kynchts continuity equation (Kynch 

1952). By applying the definition of the volumetric solids flux and 

since Us = f(<ps) (Kynchts assumption) equation (2.2) can be written as: 

d<l>atS + [_ d5 ] a<ps = 0 
d<Ps ax 

or, 

(2.3) 

d5 
The term - - 1s the slope of the flux curve, (5 vs. 4>sl. A typical flux 

... d<Ps 

curve is illustrated in figure 9. 



Settling 

flux. S 

1 8 

Volume fraction of solids, <I> s 

Figure 9: A typical flux curve. 

In many gravity thickening models (Tarrer 1974, Chen 1986, Tiller 

1981) the continuity equation is used in the form as described by 

equation (2.3) instead of the one in equation (2.2). Kynchts analysis 

postulates the existence of a family of straight lines that originate from 

the bottom of the cylinder(figure 10). The concentration along each of 

these lines remains constant and so they are called isoconcentration 

lines. Then along such a line, 

d~s 
dt = O. 

d<l>s a~s dx a<l>s 
Therefore, dt = at + dt ax = 0 (2.4) 
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By comparing equations (2.3) and (2.4) we obtain: 

(2.5) .. 

By solving equation (2.5) with respect to x we can obtain the equation 

that represents the family of the isoconcentration lines, 

(2.6). 

The quantity - d(~scl>s) in equation (2.6) is defmed as the slope of the 
<l>s 

isoconcentration lines. The isoconcentration lines are defined as 

characteristics and their slope as the characteristic velocity, v, given 

by, 

(2.7) . 

Kynch ignored the rising sediment from the bottom. He argued that 

the constant c in equation (2.6) is equal to zero and so all the 

characteristics originate from the coordinates origin. 

Kynch proposed a method to calculate the volume fraction of 

solids, <l>St just below the mudline interface. The initial volume of 

solids in a slurry is equal to the volume of solids crossing a 

characteristic. Thus for a characteristic that reaches the batch curve 

at point A during a time period tA (figure 10) we get: 
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or, 

I 
~l cbsoHo 
1cbsA = u v tA sA- A 

(2.8), 

where, cbso, Ho denote the initial volume fraction of solids and height, 

respectively, cbsA is the volume fraction of solids at point A, ~ 

denote~.Jhe IIl!!di.!l:~_~~!!!!!lA.Y-~!Q~.tty".1!t_PQjnt A, and YA is the upw~d 

propagation speed of the characteristic. However, the volume of the 

solids that deposited at the cyinder bottom from the beginning of the 

test to the time of departure of the characteristic has been ignored in 

the derivation of equation (2.8) (Kynch 1952). Therefore, equation 

(2.8) is valid only in the constant rate regime of a batch settling curve, 

or for the first cbaracteristic emanating from the bottom of t~e 

cy1i.l}ger (figure 4). In spite of the above limitations Kynch's 

theoretical analysis has been the basis for subsequent developments. 

x 
height Batch curve 

B 

K nch's characteristic 

time, t 

Figure 10: Kynch's characteristics (after Kynch 1952). 
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Talmage and Fitch's method (1955): Talmage and Fitch's work 

suggested a simple geometrical method to calculate the required area 

of a settling pond that is based on Kynch's theory of batch settling. To 

apply their method only one batch curve is necessary. By drawing an 
<1> H 

horizontal line from a point B with height HB = so 0 (<1> s u is the 
Cl>su 

required underflow volume fraction of solids) it intersects the batch 

curve at some time value tu and the required unit area is equal to 
t 

F souHo · Due to Its simplicity, this method Is still used to estimate the 

area of a thickener (Diplas et al 1988). In comparison with Coe and 

Clevenger's method, it tends to overestimate the required thickener 

area and so it is used in practical applications to determine the upper 

limit of the surface area (Pearse 1977, Osborne 1986). The 

limitations of Kynch's nlethod apply also to this method. 

Tarrer's method (1974): Tarrer's analysis focused on the 

development of a method that predicts the variation of the mud line 

interface height with time. Because Kynch's continuity cannot 

describe truthfully the settling process in the transition and 

compression regimes, Tarrer suggested an empirical equation that 

predicts the actual solids settling velocity as a function of the solids 

concentration in this regime for a particular slurry (the kaolin). He 

used a variety of data pOints that relate initial settling rates to initial 

volume fraction of solids for different type of kaolin slurries and based 

on observations the following empirical equation was developed: 
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(2.9) 

where, Bo, Bl, B2, and B3 are constant parameters with 

undetermined physical meaning. By combining equation (2.9) with 

equations (2.7) and (2.8) obtained from Kynch's method, the variation 

of the mudline height with time can be computed. Tarrer's analysis, 

however, does not consider the compression effects and so It Is only 

efficient in the zone settling regime (Pearse 1977). Furthermore, the 

applicability of equation (2.9) is limited to kaolin slurries. 

The above methods, known as flux theories, fully describe the 

suspension process in the zone settling regime of a batch settling 

curve. More recently, several researchers have proposed methods to 

modify and generalize Kynch's method so that it could be applied, in 

addition to zone settling, to transition, and consolidation regimes of a 

batch curve. Their methods are described below. 

Tiller's method (1981): Tiller revised Kynch's method by taking 

into account the Ei~_ing sediment from the bottom of a graduated 

cyl~r.tder. The total volume of solids in the cylinder is equal to the 

volume of solids in the sediment (this term was ignored by Kynch) 

plus the volume of solids in the suspension. If Es denotes the volume 

fraction of solids in the sediment, <l>s is the volume fraction of solids 

in the suspension, and <I> so , Ho are the initial volume fraction of 

solids and height, respectively, the total volume of solids is given by, 

LI HI 

<l>so Ho = JEs dx + J <l>s dx. 
Ll 
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In the above equation the limits Ll, HI in the integrals are the 

sediment and mudline height, respectively, at time tl- Therefore, 

Tiller (1981) considered that the characteristics originate from the 

sediment - suspension interface and by using the jump boundary 

conditions on this interface corrected equation (2.8), 

originally proposed by Kynch, to get: 
tl 

<l»soHo (fdH2/dt2-dLl/dtl 
<l»s2 = H12-Ll exp - HI2-L l ) dtl 

o 

which was 

(2.10). 

The variables H12, <l»s2, and Ll in equation (2.10) are defined in 
figurell. 

x, L 
heights 

Kynch's 
characteristic 

Tillers 
characteristic 

batch curve 

<l»s2 
10--0--10+-....... 'l1li..12) 

timet 

Figure 11: Tiller's characteristic line (after TIller, 1981). 
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Tiller proposed a method, known as suspensiQn~_COns91idation 

method, to describe the transition and compression regimes of a 

batch settling curve. However, some uncertaintities regarding to the 

physical process in the compacted sediment and the rate that the 

suspended material settles left this work in some way incomplete. 

Fitch's Method (1983): Fitch affirmed that the characteristics 

originate from the top of the sediment - suspension interface, L, but 

he further postulated that they do so as_ta~g~_I~J~ to the ri§,~_~g 

sediment curve, L. 
~,"'""' ___ "" •• "~ _ ..... _""'~_" ..... __ ~.~". 4_~. _ .. "_ .... ,...., _ ... ' 

x, L 
heights 

Fitch's 
characteristic 

~so 

time t 

Figure 12: Generalized Kynch-type construction (after Fitch, 1983). 
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Based on this requirement he derived a geometrical construction 

(figure 12) to modify the one proposed by Kynch's equation (2.8). 

From figure 12, the concentration just under the mudline interface at 

a point (2) is given by the following equation: 

Ho - Hj 
<l)s2 = <l)so [H H ] 

i - 1 

where, Hi is the intersection point of the vertical axis and the tangent 

at point (2) of the batch settling curve 9 and Hj is the intersection 

point of the x-axis with the isoconcentration line reaching the point 

(2). Fitch (1983) highlights the need for determining the variation of 

the sediment-suspension interface with time, and in fact use of his 

method (equation (2.11)) requires prior knowledge of the L-curve. 

Fitch's finding that the characteristic lines are tangents on the L-curve 

( figure 12) is very important for any further development. However, 

the proposed equation is mainly obtained by using the geometry of 

figure 12 and is not an outcome of a th@Oretical process as Tiller's 

relation does. 

Font's Method (1988): Font Simplified Tiller's equation (2.10) 

employing the fact that the characteristics emanate tangentially from 

the surface cake, to obtain: 

(2.12). 

In the above equation, H12 is the intercept height between the 

parallel line to the vertical axis that passes through (t1 9 Ll) and the 
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tangent to curve H2 = f{t2) (figure 12), Ll is the sediment height at 

time tl. Font's e1C.perimental work does va,JJ(t~1~LJ:!,!!!h's postulation 
_,_~ .. _.",.~.-, .. , ~'-'-' .,,~- ~"- '. 0, ~ • ,..' ..... .,-"".>¥-, •• ~ · ..... ''i'~··''',..' .. A.,·'"'Il¥"''d_1'~_>-~._~ ... -.._'t~_'.'f 

but a theore1i:~~ proof is not yet available. Therefore, Font (1988) by 
__ .......---..... __ ....... _.\;,.'_,p .,,< . -. ,- ~r 

comparing his model equation with those proposed by Fitch (equation 

(2.11)) and Kynch (equation (2.8)) concluded that his method gives 

results closer to the experimental ones. Fonfs method also requires 

prior knowledge of L-curve. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THEOREMS IN BATCH SEDIMENTATION 

During a batch settling test of a slurry, sudden finite increases 

or decreases in the slurry's concentration are typically observed at a 

certain level in the batch cylinder, known as discontinuities of first 

~nd or first order (Kynch 1952). Since the continuity equation in 

differential form, equation (2.3), no longer applies, it was proposed 

by Kynch (1952) a relation that states :" ... the flow of particles into 

one side of the layer equals the flow out on the other side ... ". When 

the concentration change across a layer is infinitesimal the 

discontinuity Is called of the second kind or of the second order 

(Kynch 1952). The discontinuities of first and second order as they 

have been defined by Kynch are known in the literature as the first 

and second Kynch's theorems (Fitch 1983). 

(i) The first Kynch's theorem. 

If there is a first order discontinuity at a certain level in a batch 

column it will propagate with velocity u given by (Kynch 1952), 

AS 
u=-

AC'bs 
(3.1), 
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By applying the above equation for points (1) and (2), which are 

located above and below the interface of a discontinuity we obtain: 

(3.2), 

A negative sign of the propagation velocity u implies that the sediment 

discontinuity moves upward (figure 13) while a positive sign infers 

that the sediment discontinuity moves downward (figure 14). Because 

finite concentration discontinuities can also occur at the sediment -

suspension i~terface tbe propagation velocity of the discontinuity on 

this interface is expressed as: 

Usl WsI-Uso£8O 
U= 

Wsl-£8O 
(3.3). 

where, £so is the volume fraction of solids at the interface, uso is the 

solids settling velocity at the interface, and Ws 1 f Us 1 are the volume 

fraction of solids and solids settling velocity at point (1) just above the 

sediment- suspension interface. 

A first order discontinuity can be defined as stable when it 

propagates completely unchanged through the suspension. This 

happens when the chord of the discontinuity lies everywhere below 

the flux curve (Fitch 1983). On the other hand if infinitesimal 

concentration steps or concentration gradients (defined as second 

order discontinuities) are formed within the range of a first order 

discontinuity the latter will not propagate unchanged with time. This 

type of first order of discontinuity is defmed as unstable and occurs 
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when its chord lies everywhere above the flux curve (Fitch 1983). 

Both cases are illustrated in figure 15. 

Settling 
flux,S 

«I>sl 

«I>so ESo 
Volume fraction of Solids, «I>s 

~l !.u 

Figure 13: Upward propagation velocity of a sediment discontinuity. 

(il) The second Kynch's theorem. 

Second order discontinuities are formed when small 

concentration changes exist across a layer. They can be constructed 

in the region of a finite discontinuity. When the chord of the first 

order of discontinuity lies everywhere below the flux curve, the 

discontinuity propagates faster than the existing in its region second 
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order of discontinuities. The second kind of discontinuities are wiped 

out and so the fmite discontinuity propagates without perturbations. 

In the region of a first order of discontinuity which its chord lies 

everywhere above the flux curve the second order of discontinuities 

propagate individually. They yield to the construction of concentration 

gradients in region of the finite discontinuity which is now an unstable 

discontinuity . 

Near the sediment-suspension interface infinitesimal 

concentration changes can be formed within the suspension which 

propagate upward through the suspension at the same velocity as the 

characteristics do. The constant rate, v, is given by, 

dS 
v=---

d<l>s 

Figure 15 illustrates second order of discontinuities. 

Setting 
flux, S 

<l>s2 

<l>so 
Volume fraction of solids, 

ESO 

<l>s 

(3.4). 

cI> 
s2 

<l>Sl 
.-

u 

Figure 14: The downward propagation velocity of a sediment 

discontinuity. 



Settling 
flux,S 

3 1 

stable 

second order 
of discontinuities 

unstable 

Volume fraction of Solids, It;,. 'j,o's 

Figure 15: Stable lAB) and unstable (BC) discontinuity, and second 

order of discontinuities. 

(iii) The modified third Kynch's theorem. 

Kynch derived an expression (equation (2.8)) that computes the solids 

concentration just under the mud line interface without taking into 

consideration the rising of the sediment-suspension interface from 

the bottom. The relation (2.8) has been modified by Tiller (1981), 
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Fitch (1983), and Font (1988) to be applicable in all three regimes of 

a typical batch settling curve by accounting for the compression effects 

to the suspension process. The present work considers equation 

(2.12), that was proposed by Font, as the third modified Kynch's 

theorem and it is given as: 

(3.5), 

where, ~S2.}s tlIe YQJ:t!~e fraction of solids just under the mudline 

interface at time t2, <l>s9~ is the initial yolume fraction of solids, Ho is 

the initial height of the slurry, LI is the height of the sediment layer at 

time tl, and HI2 is defmed in figure 12. 

The third theorem can be used only if the location of the sediment -

suspension interface is known at every- time (L-curve). 
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CHAPTER 4 

OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT WORK 

The present work focus on batc.h sedimen~tion of slurries with 

intermediate up to high initial concentrations, which exhibit zone 

settling behavior at least at the initial stages. It is based on the 

principles and theory derived by Kynch (1952) and the proposed 

modifications of Kynch's method by TIller (1981), Fitch (1983), and 

Font (1988,1991). In this work, by taking into account such factors 

as the upward movement of the liqUid and the settling rate of the 

falling material, we propose a method that expands and generalizes 

the above analyses. The expanded model will be valid in all three 

settling regimes ~<?9n~tCl,I?:t, tr~Jlsition, and compression) and 

requires no prior knowledge of the L-curve, which severely limits the 

practical usefulness of the earlier methods. The objectives of this 

work are the following: 

1) to present a theoretical model that describes the 

consolidation and the suspension processes that occur simultaneously 

during a batch thickening test, 

2) to propose an alternative method for the representation of 

the consolidation process, 
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3) to develop a computer code that calculates the effective 
1;.-

pressure variation within the sediment accumulated at the bottom of 

the cylinder. This information can be used to obtain the variations of 

the solids volume fraction and the intrinsic permeability with height at 

every time instant, the upward liquid velocity, the downward solids 

velocity, and the consolidating height of each sublayer in the solids 

bed, 

4) to develop a method to obtain the height variatIon of the 

sediment layer with time, 

5) to predict the height variation of the supernatant liquid
" mudline interface with time. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THEORETICAL MODEL OF BATCH THICKENING 

5.1 Assumptions considered in batch sedimentation. 

The assumptions considered during the suspension-

consolidation processes in a batch cylinder are the following: 

1) Three sedimentation regimes are present in slurries with 

intermediate initial concentrations: a) the constant 

regime, b) the transition regime, and c) the consolidation 

regime. 

2) The cylinder wall effects are negligible. 

3) The particles concentration is uniform along any holizontal 

layer. 

4) The inertial effects in the sediment layer can be ignored 

since both liquid and solids velocities obtain small values. 

5) The characteristics are straight lines. 

6) The characteristics emanate tangentially from the L-curve. 

7) Small discontinuities exist between zones of different solids 

concentration. 

8) The null stress soUdosity, Eso, at the consolidation -

suspension interface remains constant. 
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9) The deformation of the solids phase in the sediment layer is 

due to the rearrangement of the particles in the solids structure. 

The particles themselves do not deform. 

L-curve 

C-curve P(B')-s 

A--------------------------------------~~A' 
P(At) = f(P~ 

S t +ilt t 

Figure 16: Consolidation - suspension problem. 

5.2 The physical process in batch sedimentation. 

As the particles move downwards to the bottom of a batch column, 

during a batch setting test, a bed of solids starts developing which is 

similar to a granular porous medium (Andrtan and Kos 1975). During 

a time period ilt the height of the solids bed decreases since the 

particles come closer and closer due to their own weight while the 

water trapped in the porous structure moves upward. The decrease of 
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the solids bed height is illustrated by the C curve in figure 16. 

Simultaneously with the consolidation process deposition of the 

suspended solids takes place. However, the amount of the added 

solids on the existing bed, except for the first few time steps, is 

significantly smaller than the amount of solids already deposited. 

Therefore, from a calculation standpoint, these added solids can be 

conSidered as depositing instantly at the end of a time step ~t (Been 

and Sills 1981). The increment Ft+.6t in figure 16 denotes the height 

of the added material on the top of the consolidated bed, Ct+.6t, over 

the time step At. 

5.3 Consolidation process 

5.3 1. Model for the consolidation process 

To develop a theoretical model for the compacting process of 

the deposited solids that takes place in the area (ABB'A') ( figure 16) 

the laws of the continuum mechanics are utilized. By considering that 

the solids bed constitutes a particulate system, i.e. the porous state 

medium is assumed to be a unique function of the effective stress, and 

ignoring inertial effects since the movement of the solids as well as of 

the liqUid phase are very slow (Kos and Andrian 1975, Tiller et al 

1986) we obtain the following relation from the balance of static forces 

in a sediment layer of thickness dx (figure 17): 

aps apt 
dX + dX + g(pe + PsEs) = 0 (5.1), 
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where, Ps denotes the effective pressure of solids, Pc is the liquid 

pressure due to the solids, x is the vertical direction, g is the 

acceleration of gravity, £ is the porosity which is defined as: 

Ve Ve 
£---

-Vt - Ve +Vs' 

where, Vet is the volume of voids in the sediment layer, VSt is the 

volume of solids in the sediment layer, and Vt is the total volume of 

the sediment layer. 

In equation (5.1) Es is the volume fraction of solids in the sediment 

layer or, solidoslty, which is defined as the ratio of the volume of 

solids to the total volume and it is given as: 

Vs Vs 
£s=Vt = Ve+Vs' 

p is the liquid density, and Ps is the solids denSity. The porosity and 

solidosity satisfy the following eqUality: 

£ + Es = 1 (5.2). 

dx g(~ E + p£) 
s s 

Figure 17: Stresses in a sediment layer. 
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By using equation (5.2), equation (5.1) becomes: 

aPt aps 
ax + gp + ax + gEs(Ps-p) = 0 (5.3). 

Shirato (1970) modified the Darcy equation by introducing the relative 

velocity term in its expression since in gravity sedimentation the 

solids velocity is not negligibe. The first two terms in equation (5.3) 

can be expressed through the Darcy - Shirato equation as: 

aPt (Ut-uS)Il(l-Es) 
ax+ gp = K (5.4), 

where, Ut is the liquid velocity, Us is the solids velocity, 11 is the 

dynamic viscosity, and K is the intrinsic permeability. The reason for 

using the intrinsic permeability instead of the hydraulic conductivity, 
I:tr. 

k, is because the latter is dependent on the temperature while the 

former is not. The intrinsic permeability K, is defined as: 

K = kll 
pg 

By substituting equation (5.4) to (5.3) we obtain: 

aps () (ut-u s)ll(l-Es) 
ax = - gEs Ps-p - K 

(5.5). 

(5.6). 
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Equation (5.6) is known in the literature as the particulate structure 

equation and constitutes the momentum equation of the problem. The 

first term of the r.h.s. in equation (5.6) is the buoyant weight of 

particles and the second term denotes the upward friction due to 

Darcian flow of the liquid. From mass Qalance considerations, the 

downward particle volume flux during a batch test is equal to the 

displaced and upward moving fluid volume flux: 

UsES + U(.E = 0 (5.7) . 

By substituting Us from equation (5.7) into equation (5.6) and solving 

for U(. we get: 

aps K(l-E) K(1-E)2 
U(. = - ax J.1£ J.1£ g (Ps-p) (5.8). 

The next step is to utllize the continuity equation for the liqUid phase 

in the particulate structure: 

de [a(U(.E)] 
at+-ax =0 or, 

(5.9). 

Because £ = £[Ps(x,t)], equation (5.9) can be rewritten in the form: 
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By substituting equation (5.6) into the above equation we obtain: 

or. 

(5.10), 
where, 6p = Ps-p. 

The second term in this equation is a diffusive term and the last two 

terms are convective terms and so the partial differential equation is 

called diffusive - convective equation. Since the effective pressure P s, 

the solidosity ESt and the intrinsic permeability K, are unknown the 

use of constitutive equations that relate the material properties Es and 

K with the effective pressure is necessary. 

Some researchers (Schiffman 1985, Tiller 1962, and Tiller and Yeh 

1987) proposed their own constitutive equations. In the present work 

Tiller's constitutive equations are used. Tiller (1962) proposed 

constitutive equations in the general form: 

Es = Eso f(P sl 

K = Ko g(Ps)' 
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where. £so and Ko are the solidosity and the intrinsic permeability, 

respectively, at the top of the sediment - suspension interface, and 

f(Ps ) and g(Ps ) could be expressed in terms of power functions, 

polynomials or exponentials. According to Tiller (private 

communication) the constitutive equations which are expressed as 

power functions work better than the others and they are applicable 

for low pressures in batch thickening (Tiller and Khat1b 1984). 

Another reason for choosing the above constitutive equations is that 

the necessary information to compute the parameters which is 

included in their expressions are available to us. Particularly, Tiller 

and Leu (1980) proposed the following empirical equations, With 

Validity up to 5-10 Atm: 

£s = £so (1 + aPs}P (5.Ila) 

K = Ko (1 + aPs)-5 (5.1Ib). 

Because the effective stress, PSt is equal to zero at the top of the 

interface £so and Ko are called null stress solidosity and permeability, 

respectively (figure 16). The parameters 0 and p, which are known as 

compressibility coefficients, indicate the degree of compactibility of 

the solids and vary in the interval 0.0-0.5 and 0.0-2.5 respectively. For 

crude approximations 0 = 5p. Based on experimental results from 

thirty-nine different materials, Tsai (1986) obtained best fit (least 

square) curves for 0 and p, given by, 



o = 5.19 (0.65-£50)2.68 

~ = 3.08 (0.65- £50)4.0 
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and 

The parameter a in the constitutive equations also indicates the 

degree of solids compactibility. Tiller (private communication) 

emphasized that since a lot of empiricism is involved in obtaining the 

values of the coefficients in the constitutive equations, the 

constitutive equations Just provide a reasonable basis for an 

approximate comparison of theory and experiment. He· also referred 

to some of the common problems that occur during a constant -

pressure sedimentation test such as tt a continuous clogging of the 

medium" or "the solids bed collapses by sudden application of the full 

pressure" that cannot be adequately represented by the present 

constitutive relations. 

Substituting equations (5.11a), (5.11 b) to equation (5.10) and after 

manipulations we obtain: 

aps Ko(l+aPs)l-o a2ps _ aps gAp£soKo(2~-0)(1+aPs)(~-0) 
at - all ~ ax2 (ax ) Il~ 

Ko(~-o)(l+aPs) -0 aps 2 = 0 
- Il~ ( ax) (5.12). 

Equation (5.12) is a second order, non linear partial differential 

equation of the parabolic type and governs the consolidation process 

in the sediment layer (region (ABBtAt) in figure 16). 
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5.3.2 Calculation of the heiflht decrease in a solids bed due to 

consolidation process. 

1) First method: During the consolidation process the particles come 

closer and the liqUid trapped in the solids structure is squeezed out 

and moves upward. The height of the domain decreases and in turn 

the effective pressure at the bottom of the cylinder. Figure 18 

illustrates the above process. The sediment layer is divided into n

sublayers, all of which have the same thickness. During a period [\t 

each of the individual sublayers with height (tilt consolidates due to 

the effective pressure by, 

(5.13), 

where. (Psilt is the effective pressure value in the sublayer i at time t 

(figure 18) and mvi is the coefficient of compressibility for the 

sublayer 1. 

The coefficient of compressibility, mVt in soil mechanics is defined 

as (Smith 1990): 

1 de 
mv = l+e dPs 

where, e denotes the void ratio and it is defined as: 

(5.14), 
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Ve 
e = Vs · 

-
n 
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1 
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" ~~ n 

L t 
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L 4 
t +.1t 3 

2 

" 
~, 1 

t t +.1t 

L 
t L t 

E80 
Initial values of the effective pressure and volume fraction of solids 

for the period At. 

Figure 18: Consolidation of a layer at time t+.1t. 

Therefore, the relation of the sol1dosity with the void ratio is: 
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1 
e = - - 1 (5.15). 

Es 

By using the constitutive equation for the solidosity, equation (5.11a). 

the void ratio is expressed as a function of the effective pressure: 

e = 1 -1 
Eso( 1 +aPs)~ 

(5.16). 

With the substitution of equation (5.16) into equation (5.14) the 

compressibility coeffiCient. my, is obtained as function of the 

effective pressure Ps as: 

ap 
mv = - l+aPs 

(5.17). 

By rewriting equation (5.17) for a sublayer i and replacing it to (5.13), 

the decrease (dtilt+6t, is expressed as a function of\ the effective 

pressure with the following relation: 

ap 
(dtdt+6t = - (tl l+aP

S
i Psdt (5.18). 

The total decrease in the height of the whole sediment layer is given 

by: 

n 

dLt+6t = l',(dtdt+6t 
i =1 

(5.19), 
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and Ct+i\t == (A'B') = Lt - dLt+i\t (5.20), 

where, all variables in equation (5.20) have been defined In figure 16. 

2) Second method: An alternative way to compute the height (A'B') of 

the compacted layer (figure 16) is through the solidosity variation at 

times t and t+L\t, respectively. Thus, for an individual sublayer i in 

the compacted layer, Its height ([.ilt+6t is calculated with the following 

equality: 

(5.21), 

where, ([.ilt Is the height of the sublayer i at time t, (Esilt Is the initial 

volume fraction of solids in the sublayer I (figure 18), and (Est>t+i\t is 

the volume fraction of solids in the sublayer i at time t+L\t. The volume 

fraction of solids (£sllt+6t is calculated as function of the pressure 

variation at time t, by using the constitutive (5.1Ia), and it is given as: 

(Esllt+6t = Eso (1 + a(Ps1lt)P. 

Finally, the total height of the solids bed at time t+ L\t Is: 
n 

n 

Ct+<1t .. (A'B') = IO:ilt+At = ~ (1 (eSi)~p ) )11 (tilt 
i =1 ~Eso + a 51 t 

1 =1 

and the total decrease of the layer the same time is: 

dLt+i\t= Lt - Ct+i\t 

(5.22), 

(5.23) . 
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Therefore, the ratio of the total decrease dLt+At that counts for the i

th sublayer can be computed as: 

(d[.tlt+At 
ai = dT i L.I[+At 

5.4 Alternative model for the consolidation process. 

(5.24). 

To obtain the non linear partial differential equation (5.12) we 

eliminated the terms of the liqUid and solids velocity from the 

particulate equation by using equations (5.7) and (5.9). In the 

alternative model we will use directly the particulate structure 

equation by deriving expressions for the upward liqUid velocity, 11(., 

and the downward solids velocIty, us. To do so, the derived relations 

for the height decrease of a sublayer (equation (5.18) or equation 

(5.23)) should be utilized. At time t a sublayer i has concentration, 

(Estlt t equal to: 

(Vsdt 
(Esdt = (ttlt (5.25), 

where, (ttlt, (V silt denote the height of a sublayer i and the 

corresponding volume of solids within It and of a unit surface area at 

time t. 

At time t + At the same sublayer has concentration, (ESVt+At, equal to: 

(Vsut+At 
(Esdt+At = ([.) 

i t+At 

where, (V sdt+At = (V silt and (ttlt+At = (tilt-(dLtlt+At. 

(5.26), 
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By dividing equation (5.26) by equation (5.25)9 it results to: 

(Estlt+At = (t) (dt) (Esdt 
j t- i t+At 

(tilt (5.27). 

The next step is to calculate the liquid and solids velocities in the 

sediment layer. The decrease of the layer's thickness indicates the 

amount of the liquid that comes out from the layer. The velocity of the 

liquid represents the rate at which the liquid moves upward during 

the consolidation period. The velocity of the liquid flowing through 

the ith sublayer is given by the following expression: 

1-1 

(U"Vt+At = - 2:t [(dl.t)t+At + 2 L(dl1lt+Atl [ 1 ]t+At 
L.1 j= 1 1-ESI 

(5.28). 

The minus sign indicates the upward movement of the liquid phase in 

the sediment. 

Similarly. the solids settling velocity throtigh the ith sublayer can be 

expressed as: 

1-1 

(UsVt+.1t = 2~t [cdttlt+.1t + 2 L(dljlt+.1tJ I ~_, 1t+.1t 
j=1 ~ 

(5.29). 

The above defmitions of the liquid and solids velocity satisfy the mass 

balance in the sediment layer. The intrinsic permeability can be 

described as function of the solidosity by combining the constitutive 

relations for solidosity and intrinsic permeability (equations 5.11 (a) 

and 5.11(b)). 
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By solving equation 5.11 (a) for Ps and substituting into the second 

constitutive equation, the following equality can be obtained: 

K = Ko[esO]fi'B 
£S 

or for a sublayer i at time t+At the above equation can be written as: 

( [eSO]~'B Kilt+L1t = (Ko - It+L1t 
est 

(5.30). 

Equation (5.30) indicates that the intrinsiC permeability obtains its 

maximum value at the top of the consolidation - suspension interface 

and it decreases gradually with depth in the sediment layer. The last 

step is to express the variation of the effective pressure within the 

particulate structure equation (5.6) in integral form for the 

compacting layer Ct+L1t = (A'B') at time t+At (figure 16): 

(Ut-us)J.1.(l-esl 
dPs= - ges(Ps-p)dx - K dx or, 

At the top of the layer Ct+L1t == (A'B') (figure 16) the effective pressure is 

equal to zero, Ps (XB')= O. Thus, the above equation becomes: 
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XB' 
XB' 

( ) ( ) fp- dx + }(lIL-USK)(l-Es) dx ( ) Ps xA' == Psbottom = g Ps-p ~ Jl 5.31 , 
XAt 

where. the variables Es. lIL, Us, and. K are computed from equations 

(5.27), (5.28). (5.29), and (5.30), respectively. 

5.5 Model for the sus.pension process. 

The height of the falling material, Ft+L1t, on the top of the 

consolidated bed during a period L1t (figure 16), is equal to: 

Ft+L1t = v ~t + dLt+L1t (5.32), 

where, dLt+L1t denotes the decrease of the layer·s height due to 

consolidation process and it is computed by using equation (5.19). 

and v is the upward propagation velocity of the discontinuity (figure 

16) that is located just above the top of the sediment-suspension 

interface. According to Fitch (1983) the discontinuity propagates 

upwards at the same rate as the sediment layer does Since the 

',propagation velocity rises tang~ntially from the L-curve. Thus, 
'/ 

equation (3.3) can be written as: 

dL us~s-usoEso 
v = dt = ~s-£so (5.33). 

To compute the characteristic·s velocity, v, from equation (5.33) 

experimental data that relate the solids settling velocity, us. with the 

volume fraction of solids, <l>s, should be available. From a curve fitting 
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(least squarre method, linear-linear) of the above data we can obtain 

the following relation: 

Us = bo + bi <l>s + 112 <l>s2 (5.34), 

where, the coefficients boo bl. and b2 are estimated from the least 

squarre method. 

By multiplying both sides of equation (5.34) with <l>s. we can relate the 

volumetric flux term with the volume fraction of solids as. 

Equation (5.35) is used to construct the flux curve. Figure 19 

illustrates such a plot. At time t = 0 the solids have not reached the 

cylinder's bottom and so Eso Uso = o. The chord (AIBI) constitutes an 

unstable first order of discontinuity. The loci of constant volume 

fraction of solids propagate out of the region (AI T) with different 

velocities. From point BIt which is located just under the 

compression discontinuity at t = 0, we draw the tangent at the flux 

curve (the chord (BIA4) in figure 19). The tangents that originate 

from points above the A4 have less slope than the 'chord (BI~) and so 

the second order of discontinuities, which are located at these points, 

propagate slower than the discontinuity at point A4. As a result of that 

the discontinuities above the point ~ are wiped out from the 

propagation of the chord (BIA4). The tangents at these pOints 
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represent a bundle of characteristics which do not originate 

tangentially from the L- curve. 

Volumetrtc 
solids flux 

S 

Volume fraction of solids. 4> s 

Figure 19: Use of the flux curve to compute the volume fraction of 

soUds of the falling material at the top of the sediment-suspension 

interface. 

Instead the chord (BIA4) represents a characteristic that rises 

tangentlally from the sediment - suspension interface and according to 

Fitch (1983) gives the lowest volume fraction of solids that can form 
yo-

above the interface. An iterative technique should be employed to 

compute the volume fraction of solids at A4 from the following relation: 

(5.36). 

u~ 
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1,) Since the volume fraction of solids is known the values of v and Ft+~t 
, '. -, '"-. ..... "" ·.·o··,,·-·,.· .. ·w 

can be computed by using equations (5.32) and (5.33) respectively. At 

later time t the flux of the subsiding solids just below the L-curve will 

obtain a non zero value and a characteristic will originate tangentially 

from that pOint. Point B2 in figure 19 is the starting point for that 
.--.. .... _____ -_ ... c_ ~..,.~ ....... , '" ., .... __ r .... __ ...... """_"..._ ... ~",.'""' ...... ·'..,. ...... .f'> ~, ..... , ..... ,., .~.,.. "".'- .... ""'~I':I'; ........ "I.,. ...... ~-.~ .. ~~ ... ~""""""".,...,... .. ~"~.,,..<""-,.....--~ ...... >l~.J.~.~.~.-:.~"'"l;~"'" 

characteristic. From this point we draw a tangent (chord (B2AS)) to 
\"'---__ .... ".__."', ............ , ..•. ~ •.. ,- .... ,.~., .... ,,' ._., ," " ~,_, " .... ,."'""'"·,~~.v""' .. ~ ........ ~-".r~.-\.,~"'~ .............. ; .... ~;"x' .... '~"'.-,·»n c .. ~.~I~'~."_, ..... "'""'~ • ..,,~":(-

!h .. ~, __ .t1JJ.x:.~£!1-,t:Y£py..§l1d the above process is repeated to compute the 

height of the falling material. 

5.6 Methodolo2)T to obtain the variation of the consolidation -

suspension interface with time. 

The determination of the L-curve experimentally is troublesome. Most 

of the times the rising interface is not visible in a batch column during 

the thickening process ( Font 1988, 1992) and a density scanning 

device is necessary to detect it (Gaudin et al 1958, Been and Sills 

1981). Another way to construct the L-curve would be to run multiple 

batch settling tests for a given initial concentration, but at various 

initial column heights (figure 20). This technique (Fitch 1983) 

requires a lot of experimental time. In addition, it negates the main 

advantage of Kynch's analysis: that from a single batch test the settling 

process can be described adequately. 
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Batch curves for different initial heights 

_-==:::::.-c:... 
Critical 

Consolidation point 

Time, t 

Figure 20: Multiple batch tests to construct the L- curve. 

The rest of this unit illustrates the steps necessary to estimate the L

curve by using the consolidation - suspension model present here. At 

time to = 0 the solids have not reach the batch cylinders bottom 

(figure 21(a)). During a short period of time, iltl = tl-to, (figure 21) a 

limited number of particles deposit at the bottom of the cylinder and 

the height of the rising sediment is equal to Lt 1 (figure 21). Since the 

above time period at is short it is considered that the consolidation 

process' of the solids structure can not occur during this period. Thus, 

it is reasonable to assume that at the end of this period the solids bed 

has unifonn volume fraction of solids, that is equal to the null stress 
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solidoSity, eso. Therefore. the variation of the effective pressure will 

be linear throughout the height Lt1 of the solids bed and given by, 

Ps=- g e80 (Ps-p)x + g e80 (Ps-p) Ltl ;' (5.37), 

where, x is the vertical distance in the layer from the bottom and Lt1 

is the height of the domain at time t1 and it is equal to: 

41 = Vto tl (5.38). 

In equation (5.38), Vto is the slope of the characteristic that originates 

from point Bl (figure 19) and it is equal to ~ Us where, <Ils is the 
<Ils-Eso 

volume fraction of the dewatering slurry and it is computed by using 

equation (5.36). Figures 21(d,e) illustrate the effective pressure and 

the volume fraction of solids variation at time tl. During the next 

period At2=t2-tl the particles start to get gradually compacted due to ,.,. 
their own weight. Thus, the height. Lt 1, of the layer decreases (figure 

21(g» and becomes equal to Ct2 at the end of the period At2. The 

height Ct2 can be computed by using either one of the equations (5.20) 

and (5.22). 
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Figure 21: Steps In the consolldaUon- suspension processes. 
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the equations (5.20) and (5.22). To compute the effective pressure 

variation throughout the height Ct2 (figure 21(g)) we can use either 

the governing relation of the consolidation process, equation (5.12), 

or the proposed alternative method for the consolidation process. 

The finite element method is used to solve numerically equation 

(5.12). The F.E.M. solution methodology is described in Chapter 6. 

Because equation (5.12) represents an initial-boundary value problem, 

to solve it is necessary to specify the initial and boundary conditions 

for the effective pressure. The initial condition, the distribution of 

the effective pressure at the beginning of the time step Atl, is given 

by equation (5.37). The boundary condition at the top of the sediment 

layer is: 

Pst = 0 (5.39) 

and is known as the essential boundary condition. At the other end of 

the domain, which is the bottom of the batch cylinder, the non-slip 

condition holds for both the fluid and the solids. As a result the 

particulate structure equation (5.6) at the bottom becomes: 

U(. = Us =0 

} d;xS I b --u - g £s (Ps-p) 

dPs Jl£ 
dx = - g £s (Ps-p) - k (U(. - uS> 

By substituting the constitutive equation for the solidosity into the 

particulate equation we obtain the following expression: 
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aps I ax b = - g £so (1 + aPsb)~ (Ps-p) (5.40). 

This is known as the natural boundary condition. Since the bottom 

effective pressure is unknown the natural boundary condition can not 

be specified and the l'lewton-Ratlphson iter.ative method Is used to 

overcome this difficulty (details are given in Chapter 6). Figure 22 (b) 

illustrates the effective pressure variation obtained from the F.E.M. at 

time t2. At the same time a layer of new particles with height, Ft2, is 

added on the top of the consolidated bed, Ct2, with £so (figure 22(c)). 

Their weight causes the increase of the existing effective pressure 

variation by, g (Ps-p) £so Ft2. The height Ft2, (figure 22(c)) of the 

added layer can be calculated by using equation (5.32) and finally the 

height of the consolidation-suspension interface is obtained as: 

Lt2 = Ct2 + Ft2 (5.41). 

In turn, the new effective pressure variation, which is shown in 

figure 22 (d), will be the initial condition for the next time step. The 

above process will be repeated until the slope of the constructed L

curve approaches a zero value which represents the compression 

pOint. Here we try to examine the coupled components of the 

phenomenon. This is an approximation that is valid only when the 

height of the falling material, Ft, is less than the height of the 
'~;;~:-:i 

consolidated bed, Ct at each time instant. In the case that the above 
........ J..' .... 
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condition is not satisfied a smaller tlIne step L\t should be chosen and 

the _ process should be repeated. 

000 
0 00 
0 0 0 

gO°o final 
0 0 0 
00 0 P • variation p ~ va,jatiuu 

'i£ s 
~ 

s 

~ Ct 2 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

'2 '2 t l 2 2 

Figure 22: Steps of the consolidation .. suspension process 

5.1. Construction of the supernatant liquid - mucJUne interface. 

1'0 compute the height. H3. of the mud line interface at Ulue t.3 we 

utilize an equality, which is deduced from the geornetry of flgure 2:3 

and it is given by. 

H3 = V2® + 42 = V2 (t3-t21 + 42 
tAl.-

(5.42), 

where, V2. Is the characteristic velocity obtained frorn equation 

..(4.;33}; Lt2 Is conlputed from equation (5.41), and At3 is the tune 
S-33 
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required for the characteristic that originates from point (2) to reach 

the Inudline interface at point (3). 

MudJinc 
height 

II 

I 
'~"" 

-

lirne t 0 

Figure 23: Estinlation of the rr) udl1ne height. 

~larlf1e 
wale 

1"he perIod 1\t3 can be computed by con~pering the total VOIUl1le of 

solids In the graduated cylinder at tinle t2: 

L12 H2 

q"so Ho = des dx + J'1>s dx 
Lt2 

(5.43). 

'fhe volume of solids per unit cross - sectional area that crosses the 

characteristic which originates fronl point (2) and reaches the 

Iuudllne interface at point (3) is equal to: 

and 

by substituting the above quantity to the second tenu at the r.h.s. of 

equation (5.43) we obtain: 
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L2 

<l>so Ho = J£s dx + <l>s2 (Vt2 - Us2) &13 

L2 

<l>so Ho - JEs dx 
4t3=-----

~s2 (Vt2 - Us2) 

or, 

(5.44). 

5.8 Steps to construct the L and batch curves for an under 

investi~ation sluny. 

To be able to use the described suspension - consolidation model the 

following data are necessary: 

1. The initial sluny's height, Ho, in the graduated cylinder and 

its initial volume fraction of solids, ~so. 

2. The experimental data that deSCribe the variation of the 

solids settling velocity in the suspension with the solids volume 

fraction. The flux curve can be obtained from the above variation. 

3. The volume fraction of solids at the sediment - suspension 

interface or null stress solidoslty. 

4. Constitutive relations that relate the solids properties 

(solidosity and permeability) with the effective pressure in the 

sediment layer. 

To construct the L and batch curves the following equations should be 

used: 

1. Based on the existing knowledge of the effective pressure 

variation at the beginning of the time step 4t, equations (5.18) and 
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(5.19) are used to compute the decrease of the sediment layer due to 

consolidation that occurs during a time period At. 

2. Equation (5.12) to compute the effective pressure variation 

with height at the end of the period At. Equation (5.12) is solved by 

using the finite element method. 

3. Equation (5.29) to compute the subsidence velocity of solids 

in the sediment. 

4. Equation (5.32) to compute the height of the falling material 

at the top of the consolidated bed. 

5. Equation (5.41) to compute the height of the sediment

suspension interface at the end of the period At. 

6. Equation (5.42) to compute the height of the mud line 

interface. 

7. By considering a linear distribution for the effective pressure 

within the layer of material that fell over the period At (equation 

(5.37)), and adding that to variation JOf the effective pressure 

distribution over the whole sediment layer is known at the beginning 

of the subsequent time step. Then the whole procedure can be 

repeated for the following time steps. 
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CHAPTER 6 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE CONSOLIDATION EQUATION BY 

USING THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD. 

6.1 Finite element formulation. 

The finite element formulation of non linear problems consists of the 

kinematic relations of the problems using continuum mechanics 

principles, the identification of the constitutive relations, and fmally 

the discretization of the equations using finite element procedures. 

The first two stages have been illustrated in Chapter 5. To proceed to 

the third step the domain, 0, which is the sediment layer, is initially 

divided into a set of line elements with equal length i.e. the finite 

element mesh is considered uniform (figure 24). Therefore, In later 

time steps as the height of the domain changes the gradual refming of 

the mesh is required for the convergence criterion of the finite 

element approximation to be satisfied. The criterion for establishing 

the finite element mesh for a given time instant is that the !teight of 

t!!~ element, Qr$t1blaY~"J;, should be several times greater than the 

diameter of the largest particle in the sublayer. If Ct denotes the 

height of the sediment layer at the end of the consolidation period ~t 
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(figure 16) and NEM Is the number of elements in the layer, the 

following inequality has to be satisfied for a sublayer i: 

Ct 
Height of a sublayer i == NEM » d max (6.1) . 

B.C. 1 

x 

de 1 

B.C. 2 ~flP sb ) B.C. 2 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 24: Finite element discretization of the domain. (al Physical 

problem. (b) Mathematical idealization. (c) Finite-element 

discretization. 

The elements chosen ~n this problem are non isoparame~~) because 

the domain does not have irregular shape. The next step is to solve 

the governing equation over an element n (figure 24). To do so, the 
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variational or integral form associated with the P.D.E is written for the 

element n by utilizing the method of weighted residuals, which is also 

referred to as the Petrov-Galerkin method. The above method is 

preferable compared to the other variational methods (as Ritz) because 

the test functions can be chosen from an independent set of functions 

(Reddy 1984, Bathe 1982). The variational form over the element n 

is obtained by multiplying the integral of the governing equation (5.12) 

in the domain ae = (xa , Xb ) (figure 24) with a test or weight function 

w (which is an arbitrary continuous function): 

Jet> 

f laps Ko(1+aPs)1-8 ~aps) aps gApesoKo(2~-o)(1+aPs)(1~-8) 
w at + 8J.1~ axlax + (ax) J.1~ + 

xa 

Ko (~-o)(l +aPs) -0 aps ] 
+ (-)2 dx=O 

Jl~ ax 

By using the technique of integration by parts, we obtain: 

Xb 

f[ aps a f Ko(1+aPs)1-8 laps aps gApesoKo(2J3-o)(1+aPs)(P-8) wae -ai\W aJl ~ ax + w( ax) JlJ3 + 
xa 

Ko (13-0)( 1 +aP s) -0 aps 2 ] [Ko(l +aPs)1-8aps ] I Xa_ 
+ w J.1 13 ( ax) dx + w aJ.1~ ax Xb - 0 

or, 
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The obtained variational form (equation (6.3)) is non symmetric, 

because the governing equation, (5.12), includes highly non linear 

terms (Reddy 1984, Herting 1984). Therefore, the relation (6.3) is 

known as the weak form of the governing equation and the described 

process consistutes the first step in the finite element formulation. 

The last two terms of the l.h.s. in equation (6.3) have to satisfy in 

combination with the contribution of the adjacent elements at these 

nodes, the equilibrium conditions for the "internal forces". Since no 

external forces are applied in the internal nodes of the mesh these 

terms cancel each other and so they do not contribute to the global 

force vector. However, the above statement does not apply for the 

first global node of the flnltee,lemellt mesh (at the botto~ of the 

column, figure 24). Thus, when the weak. form Is written over the 
.-' 

first element the term that includes the secondary variable evaluated 

a!_~,::':,X:a (position of the first global node) S1l9yld 119t pe ~limin~ted 
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from its expression. Subsequently, the weak form of the governing 

equation, equation (6.3), is used to obtain a system of n-algebraic 

equations for the n-elements in the mesh by using the obtained weak 

form. To do so, the definition of the weighted residuals is utilized for 

the dependent variable, Ps = Ps(x,t) and its first derivative. In 

particular, the spatial approximation method is used since the solving 

problem is time dependent problem. Thus, 

n 

p~) = LP~](tnl"'1e)(x) 
j=1 

n 

aps(e) ~p{e)( )d'P 1 (e) 
ax = £.J sj tn dx 

j=1 

(6.4a), 

where, ",je) denotes the shape function of an element (e) and PSj(tnl is 

the value of the effective pressure at node j the time t= tn for the same 

element. Also the non linear term (a:;)2 is introduced in the 

formulation as: 
n 

( a!,xs )2 = ~ _ ()d'P 1 ( aps ) 
a £..rSj t dx ax (6.4b). 

j = 1 

Equations (6.4a) (spatial approximation method) allow the finite 

element model of the obtained weak form to be developed by utilizing 

the static or steady-state problems analyses, while carrying all tlme

dependent terms in the formulation. Therefore, it implies that the 

(--<finite element solutio:rlJ that we obtain at the end of the analys~~-.is 
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continuous in space but not continuous in tinle. Substituting equations 

(6.4a), (6.4b), and w = '1'1 into weak form, we obtain: 
n 

Ko(~-l)(l+aPs)-O .... /aPS\ ~] _ [lIl
i
Ko(l+aPs)1-aaps ] -0 

'l'i Ji~ f, ax). (Pj dx) dx T aJi ~ ax Xa-

or, 
n 

~[M(e) '(e) (e) (el] (e) . 
~ tj PSij + Kij PSij - Ff = 0 when 1 = 1, j = 1, and (e) = 1 
j=l 

and (6.5), 
n 

~[(e) '(e) (e) (e)] . 
jft. M1j PSlj + Ktj P S1j = 0 when 1 * 1 and (e) * 1 

where, PSi denotes the derivative of the dependent variable with time, 

(e) implies the element number and the matrices K~j), M(t} , and 
(e) 

Fi are equal to: 

Xi> 

K(e) _ f[ Ko(l +aPs)1-6 d'l'i (~) 
ij - - 8.J.1~ dx dx + 

xa 



Xl> 
(e) J 

Mij = ",i'l'j dx 
Xa 

and 
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(S.Sb)' 

"C'(e) _ [ KQ(l +aPs)1-8 dPs ] 
rl - "'i aJl ~ "dx Xa when i = 1, j = 1, and (e) = 1. 

By substituting equation ~ to the last equality for F~e) • we obtain: 
(s.~~) , 

F!el = ["'iKo(1 +~s)l-li (_ g £90 (1 + aPsb)P (ps-P))] Xa 
aJl 

(e) [ Ko(l +aPs)l-8+1i ] 
Fl = 'l'i aJl (3 (- g £80 (Ps-p)) Xa 

In matrtx fonn equation (6.5) can be written as: 

(6.Sc). 

(6.7). 

The above relation is known as the semidiscrete finite element 

equation and consistutes the third step of the F.E. analysis. The fourth 

step is to use the a-family of approximation for solving equation (6.7). 

In this technique a weighted average of the time derivative of the 

dependent variable is approximated at two consecutive time steps by 

linear interpolation of the values of the variable at the two time steps: 

(l-aHP'}n + {P'} _ {P}n+ 1- {PIn _ {PI} 
a n+l - - n+a. 

Atn+l 
(6.8). 
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From equation (6.8) we can obtain a number of well known different 

schemes by choosing the values of a.: 
1 

when, a. = 2 Crank-Nicolson scheme, 
2 

when, a. = 3 Galerkin method, 

when, a. = 1 backward-difference scheme. 

FO:_.,~~~?~"~"o/P.f! or. ,p:.;ol?!~,I.!!,~_Jh~,,~~?~e schemes are unconditionally 

stable 1.e. their stability is independent of the time step chosen in the 

problem. However, for non linear problems the above schemes are 

conditionally stable (Reddy, private communication) and the critical 

time step that leads to a stable numerical scheme should be defined by 

doing an eigenvalue analysis. 

By using equation (6.8), we convert the ordinary differential equation 

(6.7) to a system of algebraic equations among PSj at time tn+I. and so 

we obtain: 

(6.9), 

where, 

[KHat]n+l = [M] + o.~t[K]n+l' (6.ga) 

{FHat}n.n+l = ([M] - ~t(l-o.)[K]nl + ~t(o.{F}n+l + (l-o.){F}nl 

(6.9b) 

The fifth and last step of this analysis involves the use of an iterative 

technique to take care of the non linearity. The Newton - Raphson 
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iterative technique, which is utilized here, consists of the following 

stages (Reddy 1984): 

J 1) Computation of the residual matrix {R} at time tn+l and for an 

iteration step r: 

(6.10). 

2) Computation of the tangent stiffness matrix [K]T at time tn+l and 

for an iteration step r, by using the following definition (Reddy, in 

press) 

[ ]T r a{R}~+l 
K n+l a{p}r 

s n+l 

By substituting equation (6.10) to the above definition we are led to: 

In addition, by elaborating equations (6.9a) and (6.9b) the previous 

relation becomes: 

([M] - At(l-a)[K]n) + At(a{F}n+l + (l-a){F}nl 

a{PS}~+l 
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Since we take the derivatives of the above matrices with respect the 

dependent variable at time n+l. the terms which are evaluated at the 

previous time n are constants and so their derivatives are zero. Thus, 

we obtain: 

The above equation is further simplified by using the definition of 

[KHat]n+l , equation (S.gal as it follows: 

L\taa{ F) n+ 1 

a{PS}~+l 
or, 

The second term of the r.h.s. can be expanded by using equation (B.Ba) 

and writing all the expressions in index form as follows: 

xb 

Kip 1 fl- KQ(l +aPs) I-a ~ (d'lln.. 
aL\t OPsjPP = a L\t OPsj aJlf3 dx ~J+ 

xa 
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gApEsoKo(2P-8)( 1 +aP s)(~-O) ( ~) 
+'1'1 Jlp dx + 

Ko(P-l)(l+aPs)-~ (apS) (~)]p _ 
'1'1 Jlp ax dx sp-

Xl) 

Jl-Ko(l+aPs)-O (l-~) ~ ~ a(l+a PsI'll]} + 
= a At 8J..I.P U dx dx apSj 

Xa 

+ gAPEsoKo(2P-8)(1+aPs)(~-8+1)(P_8)( ~)a(l+apsl'l'Il] P = 
Vi Jlp dx apSj P 

Xb 

Jl-Ko(l+aPs)-O (l-~) ~ ~ d(l+a Psl'l'd + 
= a At 8IlP U a 'I'j dx dx dPsj 

Xa 

Ko (P-l)(l+aPs) -l-~ap~j' ~) 
'1'1 (-8) IlP ( dX (dx 'I'j+ 

Ko (P-I)(l+aPs) -~ ~ (~) 
Vi Jlp dx dx + 

gApEsoKo(2p-8)(I+aPs)(~-8+1) «(.Lo)( ~)\I'] P = 
Vi IlP ..,- dx Tj P 
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Xb 

f[ Ko(1+aPs)-5(~) ~ aps = a ~t - JlJ3 1-u 'IIj dx ax + 
Xa 

Similarly, the third term of the r.h.s. in equation (6.11) can be 

expanded in index form as: 

The above term is evaluated only at the fIrst global node of the fInite 

element mesh. 

3) Calculation of the linear solution increment, oPs , in between of 

two consecutive iteration steps as: 

loPs} = - [I{I'] {R} 

4) Computation of the solution, at the iteration step r+ 1 by using 

stage 3: 
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{P s}r+ 1 = {P sIr + {5P sl 

5) Check for the convergence. The convergence criterion is: 

If the convergence criterion is not satisfied and the maximum number 

of the iterations is not exceeded the described process (stage 1 

through stage 5) should be repeated. If the convergence criterion is 

satisfied then the values of the {ps}r+ 1 consist the solution at time n+ 1. 

Therefore. as we have already noticed in Chapter 5. the added 

material causes the equal increase of the existing effective pressure 

variation {ps}r+l in the compacted bed by: 

and thus the fmal effective pressure value for a node (1) is: 

Ps final at node (1) = (Pshr+ 1 + g £so (Ps-p) Ft+L1t 

6.2. Description of the computer cQde. 

A computer code is in FORTRAN language and has been written 

with the aim to obtain the variation of the effective pressure in the 

compacted sediment. The code consists of three parts: 1) the first 
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part involves the relations necessary to cOIl1puteth~ decrease of a 

layer <:I~~~l1g a time period l\t, 2) the second part includes calculation 
.... _,----no ____ '-,,··· "- , ,. . 

of the effective stress by using the particulate structure equation and 

the derived expressions for the liquid and solids velocity. and 3) the 

third part includes the deduced finite element formulation for 

equation (5.12). The third part composed from the following 

subroutines: a) Subroutine MESHID: It is applicable only for 1-0 

problems and it is constructed to discretize the domain for a given 

length and number of elements. 

b) Subroutine COEFNT: In COEFNT are evaluated the stiffness matrix. 

the mass matrix and the source vector over an element in the finite 

element mesh. 

c) Subroutine ASSMBL: It assembles the obtained from the COEFNT 

element matrices in a banded storage. J)-:, 

d) Subroutine BOUBAN: In this subroutine takes place the imposition 

of the essential boundary condition of the problem. 

e) Subroutine SOLVER: The SOLVER is an interface subroutine and it 

is written in that way such as the source vector to become the solution 

vector of the algebraic system of equations. It contains the subroutine 

BNDSOL which is the actual solver for banded unsymmetric system of 

equations. 
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f1 Subroutine INTRPL: In this subroutine are given the interpolation 

functions for linear and quadratic elements. 

g) Subroutine PSTPRC: It is the post processor part of the code. 

The following flow chart illustrates the different parts in the computer 

code. 

irst part Calculation 
of the height 

decrease ofala er 

Second part 
Solution of the particulate 

equation 

height 

ASSMBL 

BOUBAN 

ird part 
F.E.C 

Transfer the 
global data to 
the element 

level 

no 

print the solution 

Flow chart of the computer code. 

A printout of the computer code is listed in the appendix. 
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CHAPrER7 

REQUIRED EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR THE NUMERICAL SCHEME 

7.1 Experimental data. 

To be able to utilize the derived model we need to know in 

advance the values of the empirical constants that are involved in the 

constitutive equations. This is not an easy task since in most of the 

cases a lot of experimental difficulties (for example during 

measurements to obtain the solidosity and permeability) should be 

overcome to obtain the necessary information. The majority of the 

available tests describe the variation of the mudline height with time 

without giving any information for the variation of solids concentration 

with time. The only complete, in some degree, set of information is 

available from Tiller's (1981) experimental work. A mineral clay, the 

attapulgite with density Ps = 2.3 gr/cm3 , is subjected to a 

sedimentation test in a batch cylinder. The initial volume fraction of 

solids, <I> so , in the slurry is 3% (69 gr lIt) and the initial height, HOt 

is O.4m. The batch curve is shown in figure 25. The constant rate 

ends at (O.34m,2000sec) and the initial solids settling velocity is uso 

= 3xl0-5 . m/s. The figure also illustrates the variation of the 

sediment-suspension interface, L, with time. Information as to how 

this curve is obtained experimentally is not available. The coordinates 
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of the intersection point of the (H vs. t) and (L vs. t) curves are 

(0. 125m, 11800sec). 

50 -,----~~-----------------------------------

10 

Ti rile, ( ) 

Figure 25: The (H vs. t) and (L vs. t) curves for attapulgite. 

Furthermore, the plot (us vs. (J)s) is shown in figure 26 and thus the 

flux curve (5 vs. (J)s) can be obtained and it is illustrated in figure 27. 

The relation of the solids velocity with the volume fraction of solids is 

given as: 

Us = 0.000119711-0.00428381 (J)s + 0.0418934 (J)s2 
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Figure 26: Solids settling velocity, Us' vs. volume fraction of solids. 
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Figure 27: Flux CUIVe for the attapulgite. 

7.2 Calculation of the parameters included in the constitutive 

eQuations. 

Tiller and Khatib (1984) proposed a method to compute the 

volume fraction of solids at the top of the sediment-suspension 
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interface, Eso. By taking material balance at time 1:0 = 0, the rate of 

deposition of solids at the bottom of the batch cylinder is equal to the 

solids flux at the mudline interface, 

dLo 
Eso dto 

rearranging the above equation we get: 

dHo 
Eso = <Pso (- dLo) 

and 

(7.1) 

By applying this equation they computed the value of Eso to be equal to 

6.50/0 for the attapulgite. However, Tiller (private communication) 

noticed that this method does not take into consideration the 

characteristics that emanate tanglentially from the L- curve and so the 

delay that the upward liqUid causes to the settling process of solids. 

Hence, it overest!mates the value of the null stress solidosity, Eso. By 

utilizing this observation and applying equation (3.3) we obtain: 

dLo UsI <PsI-UsoEso 
dto - <PsI-Eso 

where, Us It <P s I are, respectively, the solids settling velocity and 

volume fraction of solids at point (1), which is the intersection point 

of the fIr~~ ~angent characteristic to the L- curve. 

At time to equal to zero the solids velocity at the sediment interface , 

usa, is zero since the solids bed has not started to build up at the 

bottom of the cylinder. Thus, the above relation can be Simplified as: 



dLo Usl <l>sl 

d to = <l>s 1-£80 
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or, 

(7.2). 

The value o~<I.>.f:!t is computed by using the geometry in figure ~~and 

the described methodology in unit 5.5. The parameter a indicates the 

bottom effective pressure in the sediment at time infinity (t>14000sec 
~ ",".~ 

for the under study attapulgite) and it can be calculated by USift( 

equation (5.31). Therefore, at time infinity there is no movement of 

solids and fluid and thus without taking the Darcian term into 

consideration equation (5.31) yields (Font 1991): 

a = (Ps-p) g £s average Loa (7.3) 

where: Leo is the height of the sediment layer at time infinity and £s 

(<I>so Ho) 
average is defined as the ratio Leo · 

For the present batch test the value of a is: (2300-1000) 

x9.81xO.03x.4=153.04 Pascal. 

If 0;0 denotes the local specific flow resistance on the top of the 

sediment, Ko is the permeability of the unstressed bed t and £so is 

the unstressed value of the solidosity they are related with the 

following equality (Tiller 1989) 
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For the attapulglte the value of ao (which Is estimated based upon the 

hydraulic gradient obtained at t = 0) is: 8.23xl011 m-2 • 

7.3 Measurement of the solidosity in the compression zone. 

Equation (7.3) gives information for the surface volume fraction of 

solids, £so. However, knowledge of the solidosity variation throughout 

the cake structure can be obtained from the method proposed in 

Chapter 5 or experimentally by means of x - rays absorption or gamma 

radiation. The type of radiation to be used will depend on the 

material properties. The difference of radiation attenuation between 

solids and liqUid must be large enough to be distinguished by the 

detector or the measurement will fail. Thus, if As, Al are the linear 

attenuation coefficients for solids and liqUid respectively, II is the 

liquid intensity, £s is the solidosity and I the intenSity of the radiation 

they relate each other with the following equality (Chen 1986): 

(7.4). 

The above equation shows that the intenSity of the radiation decreases 

as a negative exponential of the volume fraction of solids. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS 

The flux theories (Coe and Clevenger 1916, Kynch 1952, Talmage 

and Fitch 1955) are valid only in the zone settling regime. Recent 

methods proposed by Tiller (1981), Fitch (1983), and Font (1988) 

modified the third Kynch's theorem by taking into consideration the 

se~iment rising from the bottom of a graduated cylinder. Their 

methods are applicable if the variation of the sediment- suspension 

interface, known as L-curve is known beforehand. 

The present study provides a method to obtain the L-curve. Two 

coupled processes lead to the formation of the L-curve: (i) the 

consolidation of the solids bed at the bottom of a graduated cylinder 

and (ti) the deposition of new solid particles on the top of the existing 

sediment. The height of the L-curve is computed by adding to the 

height of the compacting bed the height of the material falling on the 

top of the sediment at the end of a time period. The major thrust of 

this work was on the development of a computer code for a F.E.M. 

model that simulates the consolidation process of the sediment layer 

and provides the distribution of the effective pressure within It. The 

comput~~ program is written in Fortran language and consists of three 

main parts: 1) the first part describes the consolidation process that 

occurs in the solids bed, 2) the second subprogram has been written 

to obtain the effective stress variation by using the particulate 
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structure equation, and 3) the third part includes the finite element 

formulation that is elaborated to solve the governing equation of the 

consolidation process. The code is capable to eliminate the enormous 

task of conducting batch settling tests for a sluny when it is tested for 

different initial heights. Based on the calculated L-curve, the mudline 

variation with time, as well as the soUds settling concentration 

throughout the batch column can be calculated, at any time instant. 
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APPENDIX 

COMPUTER CODE 
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PROGRAM WITH F.B. ANALYSIS 

C ******************************************************************** 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

This is a finite element computer program for the FE 

ANALYSIS OF FOLLOWING EQUATIONS IN ONE DIMENSION (GOVERNING 

heat transfer, fluid mechanics, bars, and cables): 

(P)- - (AX.PI)' + CX.P = FX 

In the above equation (') denotes differentiation with 

respect to space x, and AX, CX, and FX are functions of 

P(X,T) : 

AX = AXO + AXl.P 

BX = BXO + BXl.P 

CX = CXO + CXl.P 

FX = FXO + FXl.P 

THE SYMBOL ()- DENOTES DIFFERENTIATION WITH RESPECT TO TIME 

T. 

C *********************** Methodology ****************************** 

C 

C • THE MODEL EQUATION FOR THIS PROBLEM IS PARABOLIC AND THE INDICATED 

C • METHODOLOGY IS SIMILAR TO THAT USED FOR THE CLASSICAL HEAT TRANSFER 

C • PROBLEMS. THE MODEL EQUATION HAS NON LINEAR TERMS SO THE 
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C • METHODOLOGY FOR NON LINEAR ANALYSIS SHOULD BB UTILIZED HBRE. THE • 

C • TRANSIJml'~ .. ANALYSIS IS ALSO INVOLVED. THE FOLLOWING STBPS SHOULD 
-:--'--~- -~"'~"'"<'~''''''' " " , , " 

C • BB FOLLOWED: 

C • 1) THE FIRST LOOP SHOULD BB THB LOAD LOOP. 

C • 2} THB SBCOND LOOP SHOULD BB WITH THB TIME. THB A-FAMcrLY OF 

C APPROXIMATION IS USED FOR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS. 

C • 3) THE THIRD LOOP SHOULD BE RELATED WITH THB NUMBBR OF ITERATIONS. 

C • 4} IN THE PROCBSSOR UNIT: 

C - INITIALIZE THB MATRICES: 

C GLOBAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX GLK 

C GLOBAL MASS MATRIX GLM 

C GLOBAL FORCE VECTOR GLF 

C - DO LOOP FOR ELEMENT CALCULATIONS AND ASSEMBLY 

C - CALL THE SUBROUTINE COEFNT(OR STIFF) FOR CALCULATION OF ELK,. 

C ELK(HAT) FROM TRANSIENT ANALYSIS, AND ELK (TANGIBNT) USING 

C THE NEWTON-RAMPHSON ITERATION SCHEME. 

C - CALL BOUBAN TO IMPOSE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON * BANDED * 

C EQUATIONS FOR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS. 

C - CALL SOLVER TO SOLVE THE FINITE - ELEMENT EQUATIONS. 

C - UPDATE THE SOLUTION AND CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE. IF THE 

C ITERATION SCHEME COVERGENCES WE CONTINUE WITH THE POST 

C PROCESSOR UNIT. 

C 

- CALL PSTPRC 
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C 

C 

C 

C D E FIN I T ION S 0 F T H B V A R I A B L E S 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

KEY VARIABLES USBD IN THE PROGRAM 

• NDF ••••••• NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM PER NODE 

• NEQ ••••••• NUMBER OF EQUATIONS IN THE MODEL (BEFORE B. C.) 

• NGP ••••••• NUMBER OF GAUSS POINTS USED IN THE EVALUATION OF 

• , THE ELEMENT COEFFCIENTS, [ELK], {ELF}, [ELM] 
. .>;-.",J 

,\~,,\} 
~ NHBW •••••• Half bandwidth of global coefficient matrix [GLK] 

• NPE....... Number of nodes per element C~' I'J\) ~': 

C • NGP ••••••• Number of Gauss points used in the integration 

C NNM ••••••• Number of nodes in the finite element mesh 

C NPRNT ••••• Indicator to print element matrices 

C (NO PRINT:O, PRINT:l) 

C • IELEM ••••• INDICATES THE TYPE OF THE INTERPOLATION FUNCTION ~! 

C IELEM = 1 LINEAR INTRPL FUNCTION 

C IELEM > 1 QUADRATIC INTPRL FUNCTION 

C 

C 

C DIMENSIONS OF VARIOUS ARRAYS IN THE PROGRAM 

C 

C • Values of MXELM,MXNOD, etc. in the PARAMETER statement should • 

C be changed to meet the requirements of problem: 

C 

C • MXBLM ••••• Max~um number of elements in the mesh: 

C • MXEBC ••••• Maximum number of speci. primary deg. of freedom 



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

c 

c 

p ~~s i' . ~ 

C 

C 

C 

C 
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• MXNBC ••••• Maximum number of specie secondary deg. of freedom. 

• MXNEQ ••••• Maximum number of equations in the FE model 

• MXNOD ••••• Maximum number of nodes in the mesh 

ELX(I) ••••• GLOBAL COORDINATES OF AN ELEMENT 

ELK(I,J) ••• ELEMENT COEFFICIENT MATRIX 

ELM(I,J) ••• ELEMENT MASS MATRIX 

ELF(I) ••••• ELEMENT FORCE VECTOR 

GLF(I) ••••• COLUMN VECTOR OF GLOBAL FORCES BEFORE GOING INTO THE 

SUBROUTINE SOLVER. AFTER COMING OUT OF THE SUBROUT. 

SOLVER IT CONTAINS THE INCREMENT OF THE SOLUTION OF EACH 

ITERATION. 

GLX(I) ••••• GLOBAL COORDINATES OF AN ELEMENT 

*********** PARAMETEaS FOR THE NON LINEAR ANALYSIS ************* 
;·.t~:~~~4 
-GFPR(I) •••• COLUMN VECTOR WITH THE TOTAL SOLUTION UP TO THE 

CURRENT ITERATION AND LOAD STEP. 

ITLIM •••••• MAXIMDM ALLOWABLE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS WITHIN 

EACH LOAD STEP 

EPSLN •••••• CONVERGENCE COEFFICIENT (,.", 

ITEa ••••••• ITERATION COUNTER 
'~' If 

(' 

ISTEP •••••• LOAD STEP COUNTER . 
\ 

NLDST •••••• TOTAL NUMBER OF STEPS IN walCH LOAD IS APPLIED 

****** PARAMETERS FOR THE TRANSIENT ANALYSIS******************* 

Alpha 

Al,A2 Parameters used in the time Approximations Schemes 

Gwo(i) ••• Vector of initial values of the primary variables 

DT •••••••••••• TlME STEP 

NTS ••••••••••• INDICATION OF THE CURRENT NO. OF TIME STEP 

TMAX •••••••••• MAX. VALUE OF TIME THAT WE CAN REACH IN THE TIME LOOP 

TlME •••••••••• INDICATION OF THE CURRENT TIME VALUE 
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C INTVL ••••••••• THE INTERVAL AMONG THE NTS VALUES 

C 

C __________________________________________________________________ _ 

C PARAMETER ( MAXELM= 20, MXNEQ == (MAXELM + 1 ) * 3, MXNBC = 20) 
C __________________________________________________________________ _ 

C 

C 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 

REAL MV,NES,K,NESS 
tl";"f It 

PARAMETER 

PARAMETER 

DIMENSION 

* 
DIMENSION 

DIMENSION 

DIMENSION 

DIMENSION 

DIMENSION 

(MXELM=50, MXNEQ=153, MXEBC=50, MXNBC=50, MXNOD=55) 

(NCMAX = 55, NRMAX = 153) 

GLK(MXNEQ,MXNEQ),GLF(MXNEQ),GLX(MXNOD),DX2(MXNOD), 

GLM(MXNEQ,MXNEQ),DH1(MXNOD) 

GFPR(MXNEQ),ELU(6),GWO(MXNEQ),EWO(6) 

NOD(MXELM,3),ISPV(MXEBC,2),ISSV(MXNBC,2) 

VSPV{MXEBC),VSSV{MXNBC) 

ES(MXNEQ),MV(MXNOD),GWOO(MXNEQ),DDH1(MXNOD),A(MXNOD) 

DDX2{MXNOD),NES(MXNEQ),UL(MXNOD),US(MXNOD) 

DIMENSION K{MXNOD),EWP(MXNOD),WS(MXNOD),NESS(MXNEQ) 

COMMON/STR1/ELK(6,6),ELM(6,6),ELF(6),ELX(3),ELKI(6,6),ELFI(6) 

COMMON/STR2/A1,A2 

COMMON/STR3/PA,R,D,EK,EM,DR,E 

COMHON/IO/IN,IT 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

IN=5 

IT=6 

PRE PRO C E S S 0 RUN I T 

OPEN(UNIT=5,FILE='TEST DATA') 

OPEN(UNIT=6,FILE='TEST OUT') 
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C * ONE DEGREE OF FREEDOM PROBLEM* 

C 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

NDF==1 

READ{IN,300} TITLE r-f" 

READ (IN, *) BPE, NEM,'NPRNT , IELEM 

READ(IN,*) ITLIM,EPSLN 

NHBW = 0.0 

NHBW == BPE*NDF 

~",~tt!)~~M == NEM* (NPE-1 )+1 

NN == NPE*NDF 

NEM1=NEM + 1 

NEQ=NNM*NDF 

READ DATA ON BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF TWO KINDS: THE DIRICHLET 

AND THE NEUMANN (~V) TYPE. 
~J 

(PV) I 

I 

-----------------·-\----------------------------~~~-I 
READ(IN,*) ALPHA,DT,TMAX 

A1 = ALPHA *DT 

A2 = (1.0-ALPHA}*DT 
c ________________________________________________________________ _ 

c I NSPV: NUMBER OF SPECIFIED PRIMARY VARIABLES 
cl ________________________________________________________ __ 

c 

READ(IN,*) NSPV 

IF(NSPV.NE.O)THEN 

DO 40 IB=l,NSPV 

READ(IN,*) (ISPV(IB,J),J =1,2),VSPV(IB) 

•. '. l , 



100 

40 CONTINUE 

ENDIF 

C 

C NSSV:NUMBER OF SPECIFIED SECONDARY VARIABLES 

C 

C 

C 50 

READ{IN,*) NSSV 

WRITE{6,*) NSSV 

IF(NSSV.NE.O)THEN 

DO 50 IB=l,NSSV 

READ ( IN, *) (ISSV( IB,J) ,J=l, 2) , VSSV(IB) 

50 READ(IN,*) (ISSV(IB,J),J=1,2) 

C 

C 

WRITE(6,*) ISSV(IB,1),ISSV(IB,2) 

ENDIF 

ENDIF 

READ(IN,*) (GWOII) ,I=l,NEQ) 
~-~ 

READ ( IN, * ) (cBS'{ I ) , I=l , NEQ) 

C-----------------~--Jr!-~;:-------------------------------------------C 
C SET THE THICKNESS HEIGHT X OF THE CONSOLIDATED SOLIDS AT TIME T C 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 

READ(IN,*) XO 

WRITE(6,*) 'THB HEIGHT OF THB BED AT TIME TO IS:',XO 

READ(IN,*) Xl 

WRITE(6,*) 'THE HEIGHT OF THE BED AT TIME Tl IS:',Xl 

C READ(IN,*) TDDX2 , v' 

C READ(IN,*) FALX 

C 

C ----------------------------------------------------------------

C B N D o F T H B I N PUT D A T A 

C ----------------------------------------------------------------

C 
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C 

C 

C ----------------------------------------------------------------

C P R I N T T H B I N PUT DATA 

C ----------------------------------------------------------------

C 

WRITB(IT,530) 

WRITB(IT,3l0) 

WRITE(IT,530) 

C WRITB(IT,300) TITLB 

C 

C 

C 

WRITE(IT,350) NPE,NDF,NEM,NEQ,NSPV,NSSV 

IF(NSPV.NE.O)THBN 

WRITE(IT,480) 

DO 100 IB=l,NSPV 

WRITE(IT,490) (ISPV(IB,J),J=1,2),VSPV(IB) 

100 CONTINUE 

ENDIF 

C IF(NSSV.NE.O)THEN 

WRITE(IT,500) 

DO 110 IB=l,NSSV 

110 WRITE(IT,490) (ISSV(IB,J),J=1,2) 

ClIO WRITE(IT,490) (ISSV(IB,J),J=l,2),VSSV(IB) 

C ENDIF 

C 

IF(NSSV.EQ.O) THEN 

WRITE(IT,620) 

END IF 

DO 115 I = l,NEQ 
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WRITB(IT,630) GWO(I) 

115 CONTINUE 

WRITE (IT ,640) ALPHA,DT ,TMAX 

C --------------------------------------------------------------

DO 20000 TDDX2=0.00005,0.0001,0.00001 

C 

C 

C 

C PRO CBS S 0 R U NIT 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 

C TABLE OF THB EMPIRICAL PARAMETBRS C 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 
(1 PA =30. 

~. '!. 

E = 0.065 

R = 3.08*(0.65-E)**4. 

D = 5.19*(0.65-E)**2.68 

VEK = 1.869*10**(-11.0) 

" DR = 1300. 

\/, BK = 0.001 
~,t· ':,~ 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 
C***************************************************·******************** 

C-----------------------------------------------------
C 1ST METHOD: USE OF THE PARTICULATE STRUCTURE EQUATION 

C IT CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING STEPS: 

C 1)STBP1 
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C 2)STEP2 

C 

C-----------------------------------------------------

C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

C 1.CALCULATION OF THE TOTAL DECREASE THAT OCCURS AT THE * 
C BEGINING OF THE CONSOLIDATION PERIOD"'DT - T2-Tl.' * 

C ____ ~~--------------------------------------------------------- * l5y j 

C DHl(I)=THE HEIGHT OF EACH SUBLAYER AT TIM.E(T1 * 
C KV(I)=THE CONSOLIDATION RATE OF EACH SUBLAYE~:~~~ __ ,~Ji 

""\ 
Q~f?:V~GWO(I)=THE INITIAL VALUES OF THE EFFECTIVE PRESSURE ;(~:. Ti 

C DDHl(I)=THE DECREASE THAT OCCURS AT EACH SUBLAYER DUE TO * 
C CONSOLIDATION AT Tl. * 

"p'Y' 

C TDDHl= THE TOTAL DECREASE OF ALL THE LAYER AT" TIME Tl ' 
~"'c~~"ioi:.f; * 

C * 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

C 

TDDHI = 0.0 

DO 10 I=l,NNH-l 

DHl(I) = Xl/(NNM-l) 

WRITE(6,*) 'DHI : THE LENGTH 

WRITE(6,*) DHl(I) 

GWOO(I) = 0.5*(GWO(I+l)+GWO(I» 

OF EACH SUBLAYER AT THE INITIAL T' 

C WRITE(6,*) , GWOO' 

C WRITE(6,*) GWOO(I) 

C 

C 

KVeI) = «l/PA)*R)/(l+(l/PA)*GWOO(I» 

WRITE(6,*) 'KV(I):THE CONSOLIDATION RATE OF EACH SUBLAYER' 

WRITE(6,*) KVeI) 



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
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10 CONTINUE 

DO 9 I = 1,NNM-l 

DDHl(I) = DHl(I)*MV(I)*GWOO(I) 

WRITE(6,*) 'DDHl(I):SUBL.DECREASE OF THE HEIGHT AT THE INITIAL T' 

WRITE(6,*) DDHl(I) 

TDDHI =TDDHI + DDHl(I) 

9 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6,*) ,**************************************************, 

WRITE(6,*)'TDDHl,TOTAL DECREASE OF THE HEIGHT OF THE SEDIMENT' 

WRITE(6,*) 

WRITE(6,*) 

WRITE(6,*) 

, DUE TO CONSOLIDATION cJ{T TIME, .~ ~> 
\.~:".'7" . ".- .... 

,**************************************************, 

TDDHI 

DO 8 I = 1,NNM-l 

A(I) = DDHl(I)/TDDHl 

8 CONTINUE 

C********************************************************************* 

C END OF STEP 1 * 
C********************************************************************* 

C 

C 

C 
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C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

C STEP 2. CALCULATION OF THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES AT THE END OF THE 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

CONSOLIDATION PERIOD~:6~,;= T2-Tl:r 

BY USING THE ASSUMED TOTAL DECREASE AT TIME T2 WE CALCULATE: 

DDX2= THE DECREASE FOR EACH SUBLAYER. 

TDDX2 = THE ASSUMED TOTAL DECREASE. 

NESS(I)=THE AVERAGE INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF EACH LAYER. 

NES(I)=THE NEW (T2)AVERAGE CONCENTRATION OF EACH LAYER. 

DT = THE CONSOLIDATION PERIOD. 

OL(I) = THE WATER THAT MOVES UP FROM EACH SUBLAYER AT T2. rlj,~,' 

US(I) = THE SOLIDS VELOCITY AT TIME T2. 

KiI)=THE PERMEABILITY AT EACH SUBLAYER AT TIME T2. 

EWP)I) = EXCESS WATER PRESSURE 

ws'Z( I) = WEIGHT OF SOLIDS THAT COUNTS FOR EACH SUBLAYER AT T2. 

FPBi= THE BOTTOM EFFECTIVE PRESSURE AT TIME T2. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 
C WRITE THE TOTAL DECREASE,TDDX2, OF THE LAYER AT TIME (T + DT) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 

C 

C 

WRITE(6,*) 'THE ASSUMED TOTAL DECREASE AT T+DT IS:~J TDDX2 

DO 12 I = 1,NNM-1 

DDX2(I) = A(I)*TDDX2 

WRITE(6,*) , A(I)','DDX2(I)' 

WRITE(6,*) A(I),DDX2(I) 

NESS(I) = (ES(I+1)+ES(I»/2. 

C WRITE(6,*) 'NESS' 

.' ~ I 

\\ J 
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C WRITE(6,*) NESS(I) 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

IF (I .EQ. NNM-1) GOTO 14 

NES(I) =«DH1(I»/(DH1(I)-DDX2(I»)*NESS(I) 

14 NES(NNM-1) = 0.065 

WRITE(6,*) 'THE SOLIDS CONCENTRATION FOR EACH SUBLAYER IS:' 

WRITE(6,*) NES(I) 

12 CONTINUE 

DO 13 I = 1,NNM-1 

K(I) = EK*(E/NES(I»**(R/D) 

WRITE(6,*) 'K INTRINSIC PERMEABILITY FOR EACH SUBLAYER IS:' 

WRITE(6,*) K(I) 

13 CONTINUE 

UL(1) = 0.5*(DDX2(1)/DT)*(1/(1-NES(1») 

US(1) = 0.5*(DDX2(1)/DT)*(1/NES(1» 

SUMM = 0.0 

DO 20 I = 2,NNM-1 

SUMM = SUMM + A(I-1) 

WRITE(6,*) 'SUMM',SUMM 

UL(I) = 0.5*(1/DT)*TDDX2*(A(I)+2*SUMM)*(1/(1-NES(I») 

WRITE(6,*) 'UL THE LIQUID VELOCITY FOR EACH SUBLAYER IS:' 

WRITE(6,*) UL(I) 

US(I) = 0.5*(1/DT)*TDDX2*(A(I)+2*SUMM)*(1/NES(I» 



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
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WRITE(6,*) 'us THE SOLIDS VELOCITY FOR EACH SUBLAYER IS:' 

WRITE(6,*) US(I) 

20 CONTINUE 

AA = UL(NNM-i) 

BB = US(NNM-i) 

TEWP = 0.0 

TWS = 0.0 

DO 30 I =l,NNM-i 

EWP (I) = ( (t UL (I) -US (I) 1 *EM* _( i-NES (I) J.l /K (I) ) * 

+ (DHi(I)-DDX2(I» 

TEWP = TEWP + EWP(I) 

WS(I)=DRir 9.8i*NES(I)*(DHi(I)-DDX2(I» 

TWS = TWS + WS(I) 

30 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6,*) 'TEWP, TOTAL EXCESS WATER PRESSURE' 

WRITE(6,*) TEWP 

WRITE(6,*) 'TWS, TOTAL WEIGHT OF SOLIDS' 

WRITE(6,*) TWS 

C*********************************************** 

C 

FPB = TWS + TEWP 

C 



C 

C 

C 
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WRITE(6,*) ,---------------------------------------------, 
WRITE(6,*) 'EXTERNALS LOOP BOTTOM EFFECTIVE PRESSURE FPBO' 

WRITB(6,*) FPB 

WRITE(6,*) ,---------------------------------------------, 

DFPB = -DR*9.81*E*(1+(1/PA)*FPB)**(R-D+l)*EK*(PA/(EM*R» 

WRITE(6,*) '****~**************************************' 
",;\):IPS 

WRITE ( 6, * ) .. ~. DFPB ~'THE SECONDARY VARIABLE AT THE BOTTOM OF ' 

C WRITE(6,*) 'THE SEDIMENT' 

C WRITE(6,*) ,*******************************************, 

C WRITE(6,*) DFPB 

C 

C 

C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

C END OF STEP 2. 

C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

C 

C 

C END OF THE FIRST METHOD 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

c 
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C 

C 2 ND MET HOD: USE OF THE F. E. C. 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

C CALCULATE THE HEIGHT OF THE CONSOLIDATED BED AT TIME T2 C * 

C * 
C USE THE F.E.C. TO FIND THE BOTTOM PRESSURE. * 
C * 
C * 
C COMPARE THE BOTTOM PRESSURE THAT YOU OBTAIN FROM THE CODE * 

C WITH THE PRESSURE OBTAINED AT STEP 2. * 
C IF THEY ARE DIFFERENT ASSUME ANOTHER DECREASE AT TIME T2. * 

C IF THEY ARE NOT DIFFERENT THEN CALCULATE THE FOLLOWING: 

C PROPV = THE PROPAGATION VELOCITY OF A CHARACTERISTIC LINE. 

C ('SLIFe = THE MUDLINE HEIGHT ( fYHJt) H 
h~ •• , 

C <SUS) = THE VELOCITY OF THE SUSPENDED SOLIDS "J 
..... ~..-

C SC = THE CONCENTRATION OF THE SUSPENDED SOLIDS e 

C FALX = THE HEIGHT OF THE FALLING MATERIAL 

C TOTALX = THE TOTAL HEIGHT OF SOLIDS AFTER THE CONSOLIDATION AND 

C THE FALL OF NEW PARTICLES HAVE ALREADY OCCURED. 

C ********************************************************************* 

C 

C THE HEIGHT OF THE SOLIDS AT THE END OF THE CONSOLIDATION PERIOD 

X2 = Xl - TDDHI -TDDX2 

WRITE(6,*) 'THE HEIGHT AT TIME T+DT:', X2 

C 

C 

C 
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C 

DO 15 I=I,NBMI 

IF ( ~~g-"._~_~_,, __ THEN 

OX2(I) = 0.0 
'~~.~ "':-~ _. - • -.- <'-' ...... 

ELSE 

DX2(I) = X2/NBM 

ENDIF 

15 CONTINUE 

C------------------------------------------------------
CALL MESHID (NEK, NPE, NOD, MXELM, MXNOD, DX2,GLX) 

C------------------------------------------------------
WRITE(IT,410) 

WRITE(IT,540) (GLX(I),I=I,NNM) 

C 

C 

C 

C ============================================================ 

C JUST FOR THE FIRST ITERATION SET THE CURRENT SOLUTION VECTOR 

C GFPR EQUAL TO THE VECTOR OF THE INITIAL CONDItIONS GWO. 

C ============================================================ 

DO 40000 I = I,NEQ 
. '. 

40000 GFPR(I) = GWO(I) 

C -----------------------------------------------------

C 

C ITERATION LOOP 

C Initialize the iteration parameters 

C -----------------------------------------------------

C 

C 

C 



C 

C 

C 

C 

ITER = 0 
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C -----------------------------------------------------------------

C ITERATIONS BEGIN HERE 

C 

222 ITER = ITER + 1 

WRITE(6,*) , ********* CURRENT ITERATION STEP ************** ' 

C ------------------------------------------------------------------

C IInitialize the global matrices and vectors 

C 

C ------------------------------------------------

C 

C 

C 

DO 160 I=1,NEQ 

GLF(I)=O.O 

00 160 J=1,NEQ 

GLK(I,J)=O.O 

160 GLM(I,J) = 0.0 

C --------------------------------------------------

C 

C Do-loop for ELEMENT CALCULATIONS and ASSEMBLY 

C 

C 

C --------------------------------------------------
C ____________________________________________________________________ _ 

C ____________________________________________________________________ _ 

C 



C 

C 

c 

C 

C 

C 
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DO 200 N = 1, NEM 

WRITE(6,*) 'THIS IS THE ELEMENT', 

L = 0.0 

DO 180 I=l,NPE 

:'N~~~OD ( N , I j. 

N 

#. ~ 
~1t.: rT {' . 

C ---------------------------------------------------------

C Transfer the global data to the element data 

c 

c ---------------------------------------------------------

C 

C 

c 

c 

c 

C 

C 

C 

c 

c 

c 

ELX(I)=GLX(NI) 

LI= NI-l 

NDF IS ONE (FOR THE X-DIRECTION) 

LI = (NI-l)*NDF 

DO 170 J = 1,NDF 

LI = LI + 1 

L = L + 1 

,DOC L) =GWO ('LI ) 
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C 

ELU(L) = GFPR(LI) 
"', 

C WRITE(6,*) 'ELU=' 

C WRITE(6,*) BLU(L) 

170 CONTINUB 

180 CONTINUE 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 

C 

C 

C -------------------------------------------------------

CALL COBFNT (NDF,NPE,N,NI,ELU,EWO,IELBM,NBM,NNM,AA,BB) 

C -------------------------------------------------------

C 

C 

C 

C 190 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 193 

C 

IF(NPRNT .NE.O)TBEN 

IF(NPRNT .LE.2)TBEN 

IF(ITER.NE.1) GO TO 195 

IF(N.EQ.1)TBEN 

WRITE(IT,550) 

DO 190 I=1,NN 

WRITE(IT,540) (ELK(I,J),J=1,NN) 

WRITE(IT,560) 

WRITE(IT,540) (ELF(I),I=1,NN) 

WRITE(IT,565) 

DO 193 I =1,NN 

WRITE(IT,540) (ELM(I,J),J=1,NN) 

ENDIF 

ENDIF 



C 

C 

C 

C 

BNDIF 
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C -------------------------------------------------------

C Assemble element matrices into banded global matrix 

C (for transient analysis) 

C -------------------------------------------------------

195 CALL ASSMBL (NOD,MXBLM,MXNBQ,NDF,NPB,N,GLK,GLF,NHBW) 

C -----------------------------------------------------------

C 

C 

200 CONTINUB 

C 

C ---------------------------------------------------------------------

C ----------------------------------------------------------------------

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

IF (ITBR .BQ. 1) THBN 

IF(NPRNT.EQ.2)THEN 

C ---------------------------------------------------------

C Print assembled coefficient matrices if required 

C That depends on the value of NPRNT 

C ----------------------------------------------------------

WRITB(\IT, 570) 

DO 210 I=1,NBQ 

210 WRITE(IT,540) (GLK(I,J),J=1,NBQ) 
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C WRITE(IT,575) 

C DO 212 I = 1,NEQ 

C 212 WRITE(IT,540) (GLM(I,J),J=l,NEQ) 

C WRITE(IT,580) 

C WRITE(IT,540) (GLF(I),I=l,NEQ) 

ENDIF 

ENDIF 

C 

C 

C-------------------------------------------------------------C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C ---------------------------------------------------------------

C Call subroutine BOUBAN to impose essential and natural type 

C BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON THE PRIMARY VARIABLES. 

C 

C ---------------------------------------------------------------

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

* 

CALL BOUBAN (MXNEQ,NCMAX,NEQ,NHBW,GLK,GLF,NSPV,ISPV,VSPV,MXEBC, 

NDF) 

C -------------------------------------------

C AFTER COMPLETING THE FIRST ITERATION 

C SET THE SPECIFIED PRIMARY VARIABLES TO ZERO 

C -------------------------------------------



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

IF (ITER .EQ. 1 ) THEN 

DO 112 I = I,NSPV 

112 VSPV(I) = 0.0 

ENDIF 
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C ---------------------------------------------

C SOLVE THE FULL STORAGE NON SYMMETRIC PROBLEM 

C ---------------------------------------------

C --------------------------------------------------------------------

C ICALL SUBROUTINE SOLVER TO SOLVE THE FINITE-ELEMENT EQUATIONS 

C I{GLF} DENOTES THE GLOBAL SOURCE VECTOR BEFORE GOING INTO SOLVER 

C I{GLF} DENOTES THE GLOBAL SOLUTION VECTOR WHEN IT COMES OUT OF SOLVER. 

C --------------------------------------------------------------------

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

CALL SOLVER(MXNEQ,NEQ,GLK,GLF,NHBW,NPE,NDF) 

WRITE(6~~) 'GLF SOLVER' 

DO 1 I =1,NEQ 

1 WRITE(6,*) GLF(I) 



C 

C 

C 

C 
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C --------------------------------------------------------------

C I UPDATE THE SOLUTION AND CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE 

C --------------------------------------------------------------

DIFF = 0.0 

SOLN = 0.0 

DO 215 I =1,NEQ 

DIFF = DIFF + GLF(I)*GLF(I) 

C 

,GFPR:{I) = GFPR(I) + GLF(I) 

C 

C WRITE(6,*) 'GFPR' 

C WRITE(6,*) GFPR(I) 

215 SOLN = SOLN + GFPR(I)*GFPR(I) 

ERR = DSQRT(DIFF/SOLN) 

IF (ERR .GT. EPSLN) THEN 

IF (ITER .EQ. ITLIM) THEN 

C WRITE(IT,610) 

STOP 

ENDIF 

C --------------------------------------------

C I THE ITERATION LOOP RETURNS WHERE IT STARTS I 

C --------------------------------------------

C 

C 

C 

..GO . TO .. 222. 

ENDIF 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C ---------------------------------

C PRINT SOLUTION 

C ---------------------------------

C 

c 

WRITE(IT,660) 

DO 270 I = 1,NEQ 

270 GLF(I) = GFPR(I) 

, 
v 

WRITE(IT,670) (GLF(I),I=l,NEQ) 

C******************************************************************* 

C******************************************************************* 

C 

C 

C 

C 

c ***************************************************** 

C COMPARE THE EFFECTIVE PRESSURES AT THE BOTTOM 

C ***************************************************** 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

WRITE(6,*) 'COMPUTERS CODE BOTTOM EFECTlVE PRESSURE, GLF1' 

WRITE(6,*) GLF(l) 

DIF = FPB -GLF(l) 
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WRITE(6,*) 'DIF BETWEEN FPBO AND GLF(l)' 

WRITE(6,*) DIF 

20000 CONTINUE 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

c 

C 

C 

C 

C 

IF (DABS(DIF) .LB. 0.001) GOTO 272 

WRITE(6,*)'IT STOPS AT THE EXTERNAL LOOP-MUST GUESS ANOTHER TDDX2' 

STOP 

C CALCULATE THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES 

C 

C 

C 

272 PROPV = (X1-XO)/DT 

C 

SLIFC = PROPV*DT + Xl 

C WRITE(6,*) ,************************************************, 

C WRITE(6,*) 'THE HEIGHT OF THE MUDLINE INTERFACE AT TIME T+DT' 

C WRITE(6,*) 'SLIFC' 
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C WRITE(6,*) ,************************************************, 

PI = -0.0129 

P2 =(-LOG(PROPV»/202.5109 

SC = P1+P2 

C WRITE(6,*) 'sc IS THE SOLIDS CONCENTRATION AT TIME T+DT' 

C WRITE(6,*) sc 

C 

C 

C 

C 

@CO = 0.03 

SUSO = 0.00003 

IF (SC .LT. SCO) THEN 

SC = SCO 

sus = SUSO 

ELSE 

SUS = O.0000946754-0.0026552*SC + 0.018926*SC*SC 

C WRITE(6,*) 'THE SOLIDS SETTLING VELOCITY AT TIME T+DT' 

C WRITE(6,*) SUS 

ENDIF 

C 

C 

FALX = SUS * SC * DT *' (lIE) 

C 

C WRITE(6,*) ,-----------------------------------------------------, 

C WRITE(6,*)'THE HEIGHT OF THE FALLING SOLIDS ON THE TOP OF THE BED' 

C WRITE(6,*) 'FALX' 

C WRITE(6,*) FALX 

C WRITE(6,*) ,-----------------------------------------------------, 

C 

C 
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TOTALX = X2 + FALX 

c 

C WRITE(6,*) ,****************************************, 

C WRITE(6,*)'THE TOTAL HEIGHT OF SOLIDS AT TIME T + DT' 

C WRITE(6,*)'TOTALX' 

C WRITE ( 6, *) TOTALX 

C WRITE(6,*) ,****************************************, 

C STOP 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C ******************************************************************** 

C STEP 3 ENDS 

C ******************************************************************** 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

P 0 S T - PRO C E S S 0 R U NIT 
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C 

CALL PSTPRC(GLF,GLX,NOO,NPE,MXELM,MXNEQ,MXNOO,NEM,ELU,N,NOF,FALX) 

C ----------------------------------------------------------------

C F o R M A T S 

C ----------------------------------------------------------------

C 

C 300 FORMAT(20A4) 

310 FORMAT ( 4X, , OUTPUT FROM THE THESIS COMPUTER CODE T. PAPANICO. ) , ) 

350 FORMAT(/,5X, 'No. of nodes per element •••••••••••••••• =',I4,1, 

'* 5X, 'No. of deg. of freedom per node, NDF •••• =' , I4 , / , 

'* 5X, 'No. of elements in the mesh, NEM •••••••• =',I4,/, 

'* 5X, 'No. of total OOF in the model, NEQ •••••• =',I4,1, 

'* 5X, 'No. of specified primary OOF, NSPV •••••• =',I4,/, 

'* 5X, 'No. of specified secondary OOF, NSSV •••• =',I4) 

410 FORMAT(/,3X,'Global coordinates of the nodes, {GLX}:',/) 

480 FORMAT(/,3X, 'Boundary information on primary variables:',/) 

490 FORMAT(5X,215,2E13.5) 

500 FORMAT(/,3X, 'Boundary information on secondary variables:',/) 

530 FORMAT(56('_'),/) 

540 FORMAT(5X,5E13.5/) 

550 FORMAT(/,3X,'Element coefficient matrix, [ELK]:',/) 

560 FORMAT(/,3X,'Element source vector, {ELF}:',/) 

565 FORMAT(/,3X,'Element mass matrix,[ELM]:',/) 

570 FORMAT(/,3X,'Global coefficient matrix, [GLK):',/) 

575 FORMAT(/,3X,'GLOBAL MASS MATRIX, [GLM.]:',/) 

580 FORMAT{/,3X,'Global source vector, {GLF}:',/) 

590 FORMAT(/,1X,'Solution (values of PVs) at the nodes: ',I) 

610 FORMAT(/,3X,''**THE SCHEME DID NOT CONVERGE**',/) 

620 FORMAT(/,3X,'INITIAL VALUES OF THE PRIMARY VARIABLES,[GFPR]:',/) 

630 FORMAT(5X,4E13.5) 

640 FORMAT(5X,'ALPBA=',E11.4,5X,'DT=',E12.4,5X,'TMAX=',E12.4,/) 



C 

C 

C 

C 
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650 FORMAT(/,5X,'TIME=',E12.4,/) 

660 FORMAT(/,3X,'VALUES OF PRIM.VARIABLES,GLF:',/) 

670 FORMAT(5X,3E13.S/) 

STOP 

END 

SUBROUTINE ASSMBL(NOD,MXELM,MXNEQ,NDF,NPE,N,GLX,GLF,NHBW) 

THE SUBROUTINE CALLS SUBROUTINES TO COMPUTE ELEMENT 

MATRICES 

C 

C 

AND ASSEMBLES THEM IN A FULL MATRIX FORM 

C MXELM. • •• Maximum number of elements in the mesh: 

C MXNEQ. • •• Maximum number of equations in the FE model 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

NDF 

N 

NPE 

{ELF} •••• 

{ELX} •••• 

{GLF} •••• 

{GLK} •••• 

{GLM} •••• 

[NOD] •••• 

Number of degrees of freedom per node 

ELEMENT NUMBER 

Nodes per element 

Element source vector, {F} 

Element coefficient matrix, [X] 

Global source vector 

Global coefficient matrix 

Global mass matrix 

Connectivity matrix 

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 

C 

DIMENSION GLX(MXNEQ,MXNEQ),GLF(MXNEQ),NOD(MXELM,3) 

COMMON/STR1/ELX(6,6),ELM(6,6),ELF(6),ELX(3),ELKI(6,6),ELFI(6) l 

C 
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C Assemble element coefficient matrix ELK and source vector ELF 

C 

C 

C 

DO 30 I = 1, NPE 

NR = (NOD(N,I) - 1)*NDF 

WRITE(6,*) 'NOD(N,I)' 

WRITE(6,*) NOD(N,I) 

DO 30 II = 1, NOF 

NR=NR+l 

L = (I-l)*NOF + II 

GLF(NR) = GLF(NR) + ELF(L) 

DO 30 J = 1, NPE 

NCL = (NOO(N,J)-I)*NOF 

DO 30 JJ = 1, NOF 

M = (J-l)*NDF + JJ 

NC = NCL+JJ-NR+NHBW 

IF (NC) 30,30,20 

20 GLK(NR,NC) = GLK(NR,NC) + ELK(L,M) 

30 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 

, " 

C SUBROUTINE BOUBAN (MXNEO, NCMAX, NEO, NHBW ".~}, 0 ,NBOY , ISPV ,,~~~y';)~~, NOF ) 

C 'f\1)~ -> 
C 

C The subroutine is used to implement specified boundary conditions 

C on the assembled system of finite element equations 

C 

C MXEBC. ~ •• Maximum number of speci. primary deq. of freedom 

C MxNBC Maximum number of speci. secondary deg. of freedom 

C 

1 



C 

C 

C 

C 
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IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-B,O-Z) 

DIMENSION S(MXNEQ,MXNEQ),SL(MXNEQ) 

DIMENSION (r'SDY,X 50) , VBDY (NBDY) , ISPV (MJ ,2 ) 
~l 

l 
Include specified PRIMARY degrees of freedom 

NBWKl - 2.0*NBBW - 1 

DO 300 NB = l,NBDY 

IBDY(NB) = \ISPV(NB,I)-I)*NDF + ISPV(NB,2) 

IE = IBDY(NB) 

SVAL = VBDY (NB ) 

DO 60 J = l,NBWKI 

60 S(IE,J) = 0.0 

S(IE,NBBW) = 1.0 

300 SL(IE) = SVAL 

C WR!TE(6,*) 'IE', IE, 'SVAL', SVAL 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE MESBID(NEM,NPE,NOD,MXELM,MXNOD,DX2,GLX) 

The subroutine computes the arrays {GLX} and [NOD] 

{GLX} •••• Vector of global coordinates' 

{DX2} ••••• VECTOR OF ELEMENT LENGTBS [DX(I) = NODE 1 COORD.] 

[NOD] •••• Connectivity matrix 

\ ' 
j 
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IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-B,O-Z) 

DIMENSION GLX(MXNOD),DX2(MXNOD),NOD(MXELM,3) 

C 

C Generate the elements of the connectivity matrix 

C 

C 
DO 10 I=l, NP&./~ ! 

1 0 l!~~J~~!~) =.~" 

DO 20 N=2,NEM} 
4~..r~;:1OU. 

DO 20 I=l,NPB 

20 NOD(N,I) = NOD(N-1,1)+NPB-1 

C 20 WRITE(6,*) 'NOD(N,I)',NOD(N,I) 

C 

C Generate global coordinates of the global nodes 

C 

GLX(1)=DX2(1) 

IF(NPB.BQ.2)TBBN 

DO 30 I=l,NBM 

30 GLX(I+1) = GLX(I) + DX2(1+1) 

BLSB 

DO 40 1=l,NBM 

I1=2*I 

GLX(1I) = GLX(I1-1) + O.S*DX2(I+1) 

40 GLX(II+l)=GLX(1I-1) + DX2(I+1) 

ENDIF 

RETURN 

END 
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C---------------------------------------
C AN INTERFACE SOLVER 

SUBROUTINE SOLVER(MXNEQ,NEQ,GLK,GLF,NHBW,NPE,NDF) 

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 

DIMENSION GLK(MXNEQ,MXNEQ),GLF(MXNEQ) 

C---------------------------------------

C 

C 

NBW - 2;NNHBW? 
.,,~~"', .... ~k~ 

DO 5 I -= 1,NEQ 

5 GLK(I,NBW) = GLF(I) 

NHBW = NPE * NDF 

ITERM = NHBW 

CALL BNDSOL(GLK,MXNEQ,NEQ,ITERM) 

DO 6 I = l,NEQ 

6 GLF(I) = GLK(I,NBW) 

RETURN 

END 

C ______________________________________________________________ __ 

SUBROUTINE BNDSOL(A,MXNEQ,N,ITERM) 

C 

C THE ACTUAL SOLVER 

C ------------------------------------------------------------------

C 

C 

C EQUATION SOLVER FOR BANDED UNSYMMETRIC EQUATIONS 

C 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 

DIMENSION A(MXNEQ,MXNEQ) 

C WRITE(6,*) 'MXNEQ',MXNEQ, 'N',N,'ITERM',ITERM 

··CERO = 1.0-8 
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C 

PARE = CERO**2 

NBND = 2*ITERM 

NBM = NBND - 1 

C BEGINS ELIMINATION OF THE LOWER LEFT 

DO 1000 I = 1,N 

C WRITE(6,*) 'A', A(I,ITERM) 

IF (DABS(A(I,ITERM» .LT. CERO) GO TO 410 

GO TO 430 

410 IF (DABS(A(I,ITERM» .LT. PARE) GO TO 1600 

C WRITE(6,*) 'N',N 

C WRITE(6,*) 'ITERM',ITERM 

430 JLAST == MINOJI+ITERM-1,N) 

L = ITERM + 11 

00 500 J =1, JLAST 

L =L-1 

IF (DABS(A{J,L» .LT. PARE) GO TO 500 

B= A(J,L) 

DO 450 K = L,NBND 

450 A(J,K) = A(J,K)/B 

IF (I .EQ. N) GO TO 1200 

500 CONTINUE 

L = 0 

JFIRST = I + 1 

IF (JLAST .LE. I) GO TO 1000 

00 900 J = JFIRST,JLAST 

L= L+1 

IF (DABS(A{J,ITBRM-L» .LT. PARE) GO TO 900 

00 600 K = ITERM,NBM 

600 A(J,K-L) = A(J-L,K) -A(J,K-L) 

A(J,NBND) = A(J-L,NBND)-A(J,NBNO) 



IF (I .GE. N-ITERM+1) GO TO 900 

DO 800 K =l,L 

800 A(J,NBND-K) = -A(J,NBND-K) 

900 CONTINUE 

1000 CONTINUE 

1200 L = ITERM - 1 

DO 1500 I = 2,N 

DO 1500 J = 1,L 

IF (N+1-I+J .GT. N) GO TO 1500 
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A(N+1-I,NBND) = A(N+1-I,NBND) - A(N+1-I+J,NBND)*A(N+1-I,ITERM+J) 

C WRITE(6,*) A(N+1-1,NBND) , N+1-I 

1500 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

1600 WRITE(6,1601) 

1601 FORMAT(/,2X,'COMPUTATION STOPPED IN BNDSOL BECAUSE ZERO APPEARED 

*ON THE MAIN DIAGONAL. THE MATRIC FOLLOWS:',/) 

C WRITE(6,1602)I,A(I,ITERM) 

C WRITE(6,*)I,A(I,ITERM) 

C1602 FORMAT(10X,IS,E12.4) 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

STOP 

END 

SUBROUTINE COEFNT(NDF,NPE,N,NI,ELU,EWO,IELEM,NEM,NNM,AA,BB) 

The subroutine computes the coefficient matrices and source vector ".' 
~ '"~ 1-~ 

for the model problem (see the MAIN program) 

x ••..••••• Global (i.e., problem) coordinate 

Xl ••••••• Local normalized coordinate 

H ••••••••• Element length 

\ ' 

• ! 



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
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{SF} •••••• Element interpolation (or shape) functions 

{GOSF} •••• First derivative of Sf w.r.t. X 

GJ •••••••• Jacobian of thetra~~formation 

[GAUSPT] •• 4x4 matrix of Gauss points: N-th column corresponds 

TO THE N-POINT GAUSS RULE 

[GAUSWT] •• 4x4 matrix of Gauss weights (see the comment above) 

[ELK] ••••• Element coefficient matrix [K] 

[ELM] ••••• Element mass matrix 

{ELF} ••••• Element source vector {f} 

ELU ••••••• ALGEBRAIC VALUES OF PS PER EACH NODE 

THE ELK IS NPE* NPE 

~~~:~,IT , ~,~ 8 (A-H, O:~J 

COMMON/S~R1/ELK(6,6),ELM(6,6),ELF(6),ELX(3),ELKI(6,6),ELFI(6) 

COMMON/STR2/A1,A2 

COMMON/STR3/PA,R,0,EK,EM,OR,E 

COMMON/SHP/SF(4),GOSF(4),GJ 

DIMENSION GAUSPT(5,5),GAUSWT(5,5) 

DIMENSION ELA(6,6) 

DIMENSION ELU(6),EWO(6) 

{~AT~)~USPT/5*0. 000,-. 577350~~;~} .57735027'~ci,3*0. 0,0'0, -. 7745966700, 
~. ~--~~ .~~~."- :.:'~:. \,~-;--.-""~ " ., tI" 

* 0.000,.7745966700,2*0.000,-.8611363100,-.3399810400,.3399810400, 

*.8611363100,0.000,-.90618000,-.53846900,0.000,.53846900,.90618000/ 

DATA GAUSWT/2.000,4*0.000,2*1.000,3*0.000,.5555555500,.8888888800, 
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* 0.5555555500,2*0.000,.3478548500,2*.6521451500,.3478548500,0.000, 

* 0.23692700,.47862900,.56888900,.47862900,.23692700/ 

c 
"'d'"''''''-''' "\ 

1 IT = 6 \, 

C--~~:~~---------------------------------------------------------c 
C TABLE OF THE EMPIRICAL PARAMETERS c 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------c 
PA =30. 

E = 0.065 

R = 3.08*(0.65-E)**4. 

D = 5.19*(0.65-E)**2.68 

EK = 1.869*10**(-11.) 

DR = 1300. 

EM = 0.001 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------c 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------c 
C WRITE ( 6, *) , AA' ,AA, 'BB' ,BB 

NN =NPE*NOF 

NGP=NPE 

c -------------------------------------
C INITIALIZE ALL ARRAYS 

C -------------------------------------

DO 10 I=l,NN 

ELFI(I)=O.O 

ELF(I)=O.O 

DO 10 J=l,NN 

C----------------------------------------
ELA(I,J) = 0.0 

JiELK1 (I,J) = 0.0 

ELK(I,J) = 0.0 
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10 ELM(I,J) = 0.0 

C ________________________________________________________________ _ 

C CALCULATION OF THE ELEMENT FORCE VECTOR 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 

C 

C 

IF (N .GT. 1) GO TO 350 

C 

C FOR THE FIRST ELEMENT(FROM THE BOTTOM) 

C 

DO 380 I = 1,NPE 

IF (I .EQ. 1) THEN 
,"_.' .• " .':.:_ '" ~ .• .<,;vr/.-.,· .. _,_"'/" ~tJ.;·,..;:.1',.·~-·.~,. '\i'~""-~' 

C 

C ELFI IS THE FORCE VECTOR ESTIMATED AT TlME~f 
\ 

C 

ELFI(I) = EK*PA*DR*9.81*E*«1+EWO(1)/PA)**(R-D+l»/(EM*R) 

C 

C ELF IS THE FORCE VECTOR ESTlMATED.AT TIME ,fffl1'~~ t~, ) 

C 

ELF(I) = EK*PA*DR*9.8l*E*«1+ELU(1)/PA)**(R-D+l»/(EM*R) 

ELSE 

ELFI(I) = 0.0 

ELF(I) = 0.0 

ENDIF 

C WRITE(6,*) 'ELF(I}',ELF(I} 

380 CONTINUE 

C 

GO TO 1000 

C 

350 IF (N .LT. NEM) GO TO 500 
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C 

C FOR THB LAST BLEMENT (AT THB TOP) 

c 

C 

600 

C 

C 

C 

C 

500 

370 

DO 600 I = 1,NPB 

IF (I .LT. NPB) THBN 

BLFI(I) -= 0.0 

BLF(I) = 0.0 < 

BLSB 

BLFI(I) = «BK*PA)/(BM*R»*(BWO(NPB)*(l/H)+BWO(NPB-l)*(-l/H» 

BLF(I) = «BK*PA)/(BM*R»*(BLU(NPE)*(l/H)+ELU(NPE-l)*(-l/H» 

ENDIF 

WRITB(6,*) 'ELF(I)' ,ELF(I) 

CONTINUE 

GO TO 1000 
-V/ 

FOR THE INTERMEDIATB ELEMENTS 

DO 370 I = 1,NPB 

ELFI(I) = 0.0 

BLF(I) = 0.0 

CONTINUE 

C -----------------------------------------------

c I DO-LOOP ON NUMBBR OF GAUSS POINTS STARTS HERB I 

c ----------------------~---..;;~:L-::;t-------------
1000 DO 20 NI=l,NGP 

XI = GAUSPT(NI,NGP) 

C WRITE(6,*) 'XI',XI 

C -----------------------------------------------------------------

c I CALL SUBROUTINE 'INTRPL' TO EVALUATE THB INTERPOLATION FUNCTIONS I 
c I AND THEIR DERIVATIVES AT THE GAUSS POINTS 



C -------------------------~~-------------------------------------I; 
<" 

CALL INTRPL (H, NPE ,:XI, IELE¥) 
~'. .... ~~ f 

J~;~)l. 
C---~:_~-----------~'-,..I- "------,t' " ......... --------------------------------------C 

\t~~' -:; _,~: "-~ >-,.".-",; -~. 
,,,\ t\\~,t CONST =GJ:*GAUSWT (NI, NGP) 

·(i'·'c ELX( 1 )+0. 5*H* (1. O+XI) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 

C FOR ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENTS 

C X = ELX(1)+0.5*H*(1-XI*XI)+H*0.5*XI*(1+XI) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 
~(~'/\.PSS = 0.0 
f~" 

'1 ~('(4 DPSSDX = 0.0 

" ,'. 
'('vi PS = 0.0 
f("J '''';" 
t.;r;f DPSDX = 0.0 

(""~ .. ,~ 

C ---------------------------------------

DO 21 I = 1,NPE 

c 

C FOR THE TIME N 

C 

PSS = EWO ( I ) *'SF~( I ) +PSS 

DPSSDX = EWO(I)*GDSF(I)+DPSSDX 

C 

C FOR THE TIME N+1 

C 

PS = ELU(I)*SF(I) + PS 

DPSDX = ELU(I)*GDSF(I) + DPSDX 

C-----------------------------------------
21 CONTINUE 

C WRITE(6,*) 'PS' 

C WRITE(6,*) PS 

C WRITE(6,*) , DPSDX' 

C WRITE(6,*) DPSDX 



C 
C 

C 
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C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 
C 1 ST S T E P: 0 IRE C T MAT RIC E S 

C I EVALUATE THE MATRICES {ELF},[ELK] AND [ELM] BEFORE USING THE 

C I NEWMARK'S TEMPORAL APPROXIMATION SCHEME. 

C --------------------------------------------------------------

C -----------------------------------------------------------------

DO 40 I = 1,NN 

DO 40 J = 1,NN 

C 

C CALCULATION OF THE K MATRIX AT TIME N 

C 

ELKI(I,J)=ELKI(I,J)+CONST*(GDSF(I)*GDSF(J)*EK*PA*(l/EM*R)* 

+ (l+PSS*(l/PA»**(l-D)-

+ SF(I)*GDSF(J)*«9.8l*OR*E*EK*(2*R-0»/(EM*R»* 

+ (l+PSS*(l/PA»**(R-O)+ 

+ SF(I)*GDSF(J)*(OPSSDX)*EK*(l-R)*(l/EM*R)* 

+ (l+PSS*(l/PA»**(-O» 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 

C CALCULATION OF THE K MATRIX AT TIME N+l 

C 

ELK(I,J)=ELK(I,J)+CONST*(GDSF(I)*GDSF(J)*EK*PA*(l/EM*R)* 

+ (l+PS*(l/PA»**(l-O)-

+ SF{I)*GDSF(J)*«9.8l*DR*E*EK*(2*R-D»/(EM*R»* 

+ (l+PS*(l/PA»**(R-D)+ 

+ SF(I)*GDSF(J)*(DPSDX)*EK*(l-R)*(l/EM*R)* 

+ (l+PS*(l/PA»**(-D» 

C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
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c ----------------------------------------------------------------------
ELM(I,J) = ELM(I,J) + SF(I)*SF(J)*CONST 

C ----------------------------------------------------------------------

C 

C CALCULATION OF THE EXTRA TERM IN ELK TANGENT 

C THE ELA(I,J) DENOTES THE EXTRA TERM OF THE K TANGENT. 

C IT IS CALCULATED AT TIME N+l. 

C 

c 

c 

c 

40 ELA(I,J)=ELA(I,J)+(Al*(EK/EM*R)*GDSF(I)*SF(J)*(l-D)*DPSDX* 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

20 CONTINUE 

(1+PS*(1/PA»**(-D)-Al*SF(I)*SF(J)*(R-D)*DPSDX*(2*R-D)* 

«9.81*DR*E*EK)/(EM*R*PA»*(1+PS*(1/PA»**(R-D-l)+ 

Al*SF(I)*GDSF(J)*DPSDX*(EK*(l-R)/EM*R)* 

(l+PS*(l/PA»**(-D) + 

Al*SF(I)*SF(J)*«EK*(l-R»/EM*R)*(-D)*(l/PA)*DPSDX*DPSDx* 

(l+PS*(l/PA»**(-D-l»*CONST 

C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 2ND STEP: NEW MAR K'S A P PRO X I MAT ION 

C EVALUATE THE MATRICES [ELK hat] and {ELF hat} USING THE NEWMARK'S I 

C APPROXIMATION 
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C 

C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
DO 50 I = 1,NN 

C 

C TO SIMPLIFY THE EQUATIONS WE INTRODUCE THE PARAMETER: (SUM) 

C 

SUM = 0.0 

DO 60 J = 1,NN 

C 

C THE TERM SUM IS COMPUTED AT TIME N 

C 

SUM = SUM + (ELM(I,J) - A2*ELKI(I,J»*EWO(J) 

C 

C CALCULATE [ELK,hat] using the equation: [ELK hat] = [ELM] + Al*[ELK] 

C 

C 

60 ELK(I,J) = ELM(I,J) + Al*ELK(I,J) 

C ---------------------------------------------------------------------

C 

C CALCULATE {ELF,hat} using the parameter SUM 

C ---------------------------------------------------------------------

C 

50 ELF(I) = SUM + Al*ELF(I) + A2*ELFI(I) 

C 

C 

C 

C ---------------------------------------------------------------------

C 3RD STEP: NEW TON' S MET HOD 

C COMPU'r.~ 'J:'HE RESIDUAL IN MATRIX FORM {R} OF THE SOLUTION' 

C FROM DEFINITION THE RESIDUAL IS:{R} = [ELK, HAT] {P} - {ELF,HAT} 

C THEN WE CAN CONSTRUCT THE EQUATION WITH THE FOLLOWING FORM: 
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C [ELK,tan]{dP} = -{R} for an iteration r 

C ---------------------------------------------------------------------
DO 70 I = 1,NN 

C THE L.H.S OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT IS THE -{R} 

DO 80 J - 1,NN 

C 

C 

C 

ELF(I) = ELF(I) - ELK(I,J)*ELU(J) 

80 CONTINUE 

70 CONTINUE 

C -------------------------------------------------------------------

C EVALUATE THE TANGENT MATRIX [ELK, tan] USING THE PREVIOUS STEPS 

C 

C -------------------------------------------------------------------

C 

C------------------------------------

C 

C 

IF (N.GT.l) GOTO 200 

DO 90 I = 1,NN 

DO 90 J = 1,NN 

IF (I.EQ.l .AND.J.EQ.l) THEN 

C---------------------------------------------------
C HERE IS CALCULATED TH:i:: .GL9B.~",,;e:LK{l,l.l )~~.C:;:E~ 

C---------------------------------------------------
ELK(I,J)=ELK(I,J)+ ELA(I,J)-Al*(EK/(EM*R»*(R-D+l)* 

+ (1+ELU(1)*(1/PA»**(R-D)*DR*9.81*E 

ELSE 

ELK(I,J)=ELK(l,J)+ELA(I,J) 

ENDlF 
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C WRITE(6,*) 'ELU(l)',ELU{l) 

90 CONTINUE 

C 

GO TO 110 

C 

C-----------------------------------------------~----------------------
200 IF (N • BQ. NEM) GO TO 5000 

C 

C HERE IS CALCULATED FOR THE INTBRMBD~ATl!·<BLBMENTS· 

C 

DO 100 I = 1,NN 

DO 100 J = 1,NN 

100 ELK(I,J)=ELK(I,J)+ELA(I,J) 

C 

GO TO 110 

C 

C--------------------------------------------------------
C HERE IS CALCULATED THE GLOBAL ELK(NNM,NNM)TANGENT 

t ""'. '. " _, •. 0" -_"e _ ~ 

C--------------------------------------------------------
5000 DO 6000 I = 1,NN 

00 6000 J = 1,NN 

+ 

IF (I .EQ. 2 .AND. J .EQ. 2) THEN 

ELK(I,J) =ELK(I,J)+ELA{I,J)-Al*«EK*PA)/(EM*R»* 

(l/H) 

ELSE 

ELK(I,J) =ELK(I,J}+ELA(I,J) 

ENDIF 

C WRITE(6,*) 'ELU(l)',ELU(l) 

6000 CONTINUE 

110 RETURN 

END 



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
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SUBROUTINE INTRPL (H,NPE,XI,IELEM) 

The subroutine computes shape functions and their derivatives for 

:Hermitecublc and Lagrange linear and quadratic elements.~· 
J 

IN THIS PARTICULAR PROBLEM LAGRANGE LINEAR AND QUADRATIC ELEMENTS 

WILL BE USED. 

x ......... Global (i.e., problem) coordinate 

Xl ••••••• Local (i.e., element) coordinate 

H ••••••••• Element length 

{SF} •••••• Lagrange interpolation (or shape) functions 

\~PSF}..... First derivative of SFL w.r.t. XI 

{GDSF} •••• First derivative of SFL w.r.t. X 

GJ •••••••• Jacobian of the transformation 

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 

COMMON/SHP/SF(4),GDSF(4),GJ 

DIMENSION DSF(4) 

C*********************************************************************** 

C LAGRANGE interpolation functions used for linear and quadratic 

C : approximation of, second-order equations 

C********************~************************************************** 
,~{ t~f 'f"~ 

C 

IF (IEL~~2) 10,20,20 

C-----------------------------------------------
C LINEAR interpolation functions (NPE = 2) 

C-----------------------------------------------
10 SF(1) = 0.S*(1.0-XI) 



SF(2) = 0.5*(1.0+XI) 

DSF(I) = -0.5 

DSF(2) = 0.5 

GO TO 30 
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C-------------------------------------------------
C QUADRATIC INTBRPOLATION FUNCTIONS (BPB = 3) 

C-------------------------------------------------
20 SF(I) = -.5*XI*(1.0-XI) 

SF(2) = 1.0-XI*XI 

SF(3) = .5*XI*(1.0+XI) V 
DSF(I) = -.5*(1.0-2.0*XI) 

DSF(2) = -2.0*XI 

DSF(3) = 0.5*(1.0+2.0*XI) 

GO TO 30 

C----------------------------------------------------------------
C COMPUTB DERIVATIVES OF THE INTERPOLATION FUNCTIONS W.R.T. X 

C----------------------------------------------------------------
30 GJ = H*0.5 

DO 40 I = I,NPE IV 
40 GDSF(I) =DSF(I)/GJ I 

C 

RETURN 

END 

C 

SUBROUTINE PSTPRC(GLF,GLX,NOD,NPE,MXELM,MXNEQ,MXNOD,NEM,ELU, 

+ N,NDF,FALX) 

C 

C 

C The subroutine computes the solution and its derivatives at five 

C points, including the nodes of the element. 

C 



C 

C 

C 
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<) 

X. • • • • • •• Global (i. e., problem) coordinate / 

Xl •••••• Local (i.e., element) coordinate 

SF ••••••• Element interpolation (or shape) functions 

C /GDSF.', •••• First derivative of SF w.r.t. global coordinate . ' 

Ci) :~. r::" 

C 

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-B,O-Z) 

DIMENSION GLF(MXNEQ),GLX(MXNOD),NOD(MXELM,3),XP(9) 

C DIMENSION ELU(6),DX2(16) 

DIMENSION ELU(6) 

COMMON/STR1/ELK(6,6),ELM(6,6),ELF(6),ELX(3),ELKI(6,6),ELFI(6) 

COMMON/sTR2/Al,A2 

COMMON/sTR3/PA,R,D,EK,EM,DR,E 

COMMON/SBP/SF(4),GDSF(4),GJ 

COMMON/IO/IN,IT 

DATA XP/-l.ODO,-O.7S,-O.S,-O.25,-O.O,O.2S,O.S,O.7S,1.OI 

C DATA XP/-l.ODO,-O.S,O.O,O.S,l.O/ 

NDF = 1 

C WRITE(IT,7S) 

C 75 FORMAT(/,69('_'),I,SX,'X',6X,'P-EFF.PRESSURE',9X,'DP',12X,'U', 

C + l6X ,'US',1,69('_'),/) 

7S FORMAT(/,69('_'),I,SX,'X',6X,'P-EFF.PRESSURE',9X,'UL', 

+ l6X ,'ES',1,69('_'),/) 

C TOTALX = O~OO271461S38~ 
C Xl = TOTALX 

C WRITE(6,*) 'Xl' 

C WRITE(6,*) Xl 

C NEM = 15 f' t~; 
\ ~. 

C NNM = NEM*(NPE-l) + 1 

C DO 15 I = 1,NEM+l 

C IF (I .EQ. 1) THEN 
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C OX1CI) = 0 

C ELSE 

C DX1CI) = X1/NEM 

C ENDIF 

C 15 CONTINUE 

C CALL MESH10 (NEM,NPE,NOD,MXELM,MXNOD,DX1,GLX) \../'-

C WRITE(6,*) 'GLX' 

C WRITE(6,*) (GLX(I), I = 1,NNM) . 

DO 100 N= 1,NEM 

C WRITE(6,89) N 

89 FORMAT(//,SX,'ELEMENT =',14,/) 

L=O 

DO 90 I = 1,NPE 

NI=NOD(N, I) . 

ELX(I)=GLX(NI) 

LI= NI-l 

DO 90 J = 1,NDF 

LI=LI+l 

L=L+l 

90 ELU(L)=GLF(LI) 

NET = NPE 

H = ELX(NPE)-ELX(l) 

DO 40 NI=1,9 

XI = XP(NI) 

C--------------------------------
CALL INTRPL{H,NPE,XI,IELEM) 

C--------------------------------
x = O.5*H*(1.0+XI)+ELX(1) Iv 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 
C TABLE OF THE VALUES OF THE EMPIRICAL PARAMETERS C 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 
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C EM = THB DYNAMIC VISCOCITY OF WATER IN 20 DBGREES C 

EM = 0.001 

C EK IS THE KO:INTRINSIC PERMEABILITY WHEN PS = 0 

EK = 6.669*10**(-11.) 

C R IS THE COMPRESSIBILITY COEFFICIENT B 

R=3.08*(0.6S-E)**4. 

C D IS THE COMPRESSIBILITY COEFFICIENT D 

D = 5.19*(0.65-E)**2.68 

DR = 1300. 

PA = 30. 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 

C 

PS= DR*9.81*E*FALX 

C 

C 

C WRITB(6,*) 'PS-LINEAR DISTRIBUTION OF THB FALLING MATBRIAL' 

C WRITE(6,*) PS 

UL = 0.0 

US = 0.0 

DPSDX = 0.0 

BS = 0.0"',\ 

C PM DBNOTES THE INTRINSIC PBRMEABILITY 

PM= 0.0 

DH = 0.0 
,V"',,\ __ , 

DO 30 I=1,\6ET ,;' . ., . " .. 

PS= PS + SF(I)*ELU(I) 

DPSDX = DPSDX + GDSF(I)*ELU(I) 

C -------------------------------------------------------

C CALCULATE THE CONCENTRATION IN THE RISING SEDIMENT,ES 

C -------------------------------------------------------



ES = E * (l+PS*(l/PA»**R 

PM = EK*(l+(l/PA)*PS)**(-D) 
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C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 

C CALCULATE THE SOLID AND LIQUID VELOCITY 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 

UL=-DPSDX * EK*(l+(l/PA)*PS)**(-D)*ES*(l/(EM*(l-ES»)-

+ EK*(1+(1/PA)*PS)**(-D)*E~~*(2.0)*(1/(EM*(1-ES»)*9.81*DR 

US = UL*(ES-1)*(1/ES) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 

C CALCULATE THE PRESSURE DIFFERENCE CAUSED BY THE UPWARD 

C MOVEMENT OF C 

C THE TRAPPED WATER IN THE PARTICLES C 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

DH = DH + (EM*(l-ES)/K)*(UL-US) /' 

30 CONTINUE 

WRITE(IT,35) X,P,DP,U,US 

WRITE(IT,35) X,PS,UL,ES 

40 CONTINUE 

100 CONTINUE 
~,...( 

35 FORMAT (E9.3,5X,E12.5,5X,E12.5,5X,E10.5) 

RETURN 

END 
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